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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

passed
were

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

2 Burrill National Bank

|

OF

Lost—Money.

ELLSWORTH

offers you every possible
within bounds of safety.

banking

covers.

Wanted—Position at housekeeper.
To let—House.
E F Robinson—Removal
For rent—Apartments.
Boston, Mass:

accommodation

We want your business

295 credited monthly checking accts. of $500 and over
j 4 per cent., compounded sembannually, in savings dept.
Both Check and

|

U. S. Government supervision.
tions yearly. Fall particulars, by mail,

Savings Departments

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

call.

or

effect Sept. 26,

191.

MAILS RECEIVED.

\

From West—6.42

a m;

4.23, p

a m;

6.22 p

m.

Sundays, 8.11

MAILS CLOSE AT

Going Wbst—10.40
4.50 p ra.
Going East—6.16 a

REMOVAL
We

have the

in and price our new line of
Have Yob Seen Our New Candle Lamps?

s,a'''
and

For Week

ending

will deliver at your home the
before Christmas

we

at

4 a ni
Wed 56—
Thurs 56
Fri
41—
88—
Hat
Sun
44—
Mon
33
Tues 39

A VICTROLA and 6 Records
We can tK VICTOR records to any disc machine made.
The VICTROLA is Poor of Them All
our

new

E. F. ROBINSON CO.,

Agent* for Victor Talking Machines.

Registered Optometrists

EDISON DIAMOND DISC
PHONOGRAPHS
baa its

day
place,

u*

why everything

something

and

better

will tell you why
the tnison Diamond Disc Phono-

tabes its

This is tbe instrument that does

require

not

have

to

the needle

{

we

graph is taking the place ot peaalng
instruments. Come In and listen.

changed.

All

Records

destructible,

and

lower

others.

than

prices

are

in-

average

Thomas

A.

Free demonstrations at any time.
Cylinder Records furnished on

Edison out classes all other inven-

day’s notice.

tors

in this

as

in other things.

J. A. THOMPSON
ELLSWORTH*

MAIN STREET

12

m

69—
58—

60—
4s—

Weather
conditions

Precip-

itation

forenoon afternoon
rain
cloudy
cloudy cloudy, rain
fair
fair
fair
cloudy
fair
cloudy
clear
clear
fair
fair, rain,

.10
.03

54—
57—
55—

Miss J. A. Thompson and Miss Kate
Mahoney left Friday for a business and
pleasure trip to Boston and New York.

i
II you »ill tell

|

ELLSWORTH

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,

xnidnight.J

Democrats of Ellsworth

The members of Philip H. Sheridan
council, K. of C., will have a hallowe’en
sociable at their hall next Friday evening.
£. F. Robinson
Co., jewelerB and
opticians, have moved back to their former
location

on

the south side of Main street.

John Frazier and daughter, Mrs. William Royal, spent the week-end in South
Bluebill, the guests of Angus Henderson
and wife.
Mrs. F. W. Rollins, after a few weeks at
her home here, left last Friday for Massachusetts, to spend the winter with her
mother and brother.
will leave to-nigbt for
Worcester, Mass., where he will visit for
a few weeks before Joining his daughter
in New York for the winter.
M. S. Smith

Several of the schools of the city will be
closed Thursday and Friday of this week,
to permit the teachers to attend the State
teachers' convention in Banger.
Austin T. Conary and Miss Georgia L.
Eaton, both of Lamolue, were married by
Kev. P.
A. A. Killam at tbe Baptist

parsonage last Wednesday morning.
Mrs. George H. Grant has closed ber
To determine who will be recommended for appointment as postmaster of
cottage at Hancock Point, and is with ber
Nov.
at
Hancock
Hall,
held
Wednesday,
a
will
be
Ellsworth, primary election
Mrs. W. A. Alexander. Mr. Grant
19,1915. The polls'will be open from 2 p. m. until 9 p, m. Enrolled democrats sister, her here this week for a visit of a
joined
Id the city of Ellsworth
only, hre eligible to participate.
few days.
I am a candidate for the appointment. I will be grateful for and fully
Preaching Subday morning at tbe
appreciate the support of all who believe I am as worthy of the appointment Methodist church at tbe usual hour, fol48 any of the candidates.
lowed by Sunday Bchool. In tbe evening
tbe subject of the pictures will be “Saved
Respectfully yours,
from Himself”.
John E. Doyle.
Rev. T. S. Ross left Monday with Supt.
Palladino for a trip of several days,
through Penobscot, Brooksville and Stonington, wbere they are to dedicate vestries,

The Object of this
Advertisement

& to inform
need of any kind of tnevery reader of The American, who has
•urance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settlements with the lowest possible rates.

C. W.

&

F.

MASON,

I_.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

C. C. BURRILL & SON
■-IN8U RANC Eand foriegn countries.
Established 1867.
Estate.
Improved, Prodactlve Real

^Presenting some of the leading companies
Money

to Lota

oa

Motor Boat
%ly

LET by day or weok.
to ALBERT N. CUSHMAN,
Ella worth, Maine.

the

of this

For copy of the pamphlet
Why the Leadership of
Jesus ?
a

by Abraham M. Kihbany, write to
Ellsworth, Maine
J. W. Tickle,

parliamentary

B. S. Jellison, of Ellsworth Falls, returned Saturday from a trip to New York
with Capt. Hutchinson in the schooner
Melissa Trask. He visited his sister In
Tarrytown, N. Y., while away.
The woman’s club will meet next Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. John
A. Peters, with Mrs. A. W. Cushman as
hostess. Mrs. Georgia Pulaifer Porter, of
Old Town, will address the elnb.
Bernice Treworgy entertained a
group of ber friends from tbe high school
at a haliowe’en parly given at her home
last Friday evening.
Seventeen young

Surplus, $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

Receives Deposits Subject to Check
LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS^IN

department deposits made

which

first of each month draw interest

evening there wilt be a rally at the
Donaqua lodge, Knights of Pythias.
Knights and their ladies will assemble in

before the

or

that date.

We can guarantee to yon the best of banking service,
and would very much appreciate your account.

the Castle hall at 8 o’clock to listen to
speeches concerning the Order from M. C.
Morrison, of Bar Harbor, and Mr. Mills,
of Bangor. Miss Bertha Giles will render
special solos, to accompaniment by Miss
Erva Giles. Refreshments will be served.
Word has been received from Miss Susan
F. Drake, of Portsmouth, N. H., who
taught io the Ellsworth grammar school
in 1861, that the information furnished
from Ellsworth has supplied the necessary
link in her long service as a teacher, and
enabled her to secure a pension under the
New Hampshire law. Miss Drake is now
blind, and the pension is of great benedt
to her.

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

save

ter how small the amount.”

live years ago. He had attended the Bangor schools, and Bhowed marked ability.
He was a nephew of the Sawyer brothers,
the travelling merchants, so well known
throughout Hancock county, and he himself had many acquaintances in this vicinity. He leaves a mother, brother and seven
sisters in Syria.
Ellen D., wife of Capt. Perry W. Alley,
died Friday at her home on Franklin
maiden
Mrs. Alley, whose
street.
name was Ellen D. Mahan, was born in
Ellsworth, and all her life had been spent
here.
She was fifty-four years of age.
For several years she had been a great
constant

care

on

the

Besides her huspart of her husband.
band, she leaves no near relatives. The
funeral was held at St. Joseph’s Catholic
church Sunday afternoon, Rev. P. F.

Flanagan officiating.
Mrs.
lmogene Pettengill has closed
negotiations for the sale of the Strand
moving picture theatre to W. T. Smith, of
Attleboro, Mass., who plans to take pos-

on

$1.

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth,

Miss
feature of the occasion.
the captain’s
Means,
youngest
daughter, of Boston, was present, and in
the evening a jolly family party of just a
dozen brought to a finish a memorable
Arrie

day.

Except

that be cannot

see

and hear

well as formerly, Capt. ..Means is a
vigorous man for his advanced age, and
he enjoyed the day’s doings with keen
as

appreciation.

ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, Oct. 29, at Hancock hail
—Hallowe’en party, by Unitarian club.
Tuesday evening, Nov. 2, at Hancock
hall—Post-festival concert by Ellsworth
festival chorus. Tickets, 25 and 35 cents.
Reserved seats
store

UNKNOWN

KILLED.

MAN

Me.

COMING EVENTS.

pleasant

on

sale at

K. H. Smith’s

beginning Saturday.

Wednesday evening, Nov.
o’clock at Unitarian vestry

—

3, at 6.30
Supper; 25

cents.

Body Found

ou

Railroad Near

preen

Lake Station.

pings from St. John papers ot recent date
and a card bearing the following

COUNTY.

Leland reunion
Saturday, Nov. 6
grange hall, Salisbury Cove.
—

at

If you often have toothache, keep a package
of J. & J. Dental plasters handy. You can get
them at Parcher’s Pharmacy for a dime—
Advt.

anticr* isnntnta

'''

Si

Diferica »i
Preotul
a. o. LUCA

693 St. Dominique,
On the
of

a

secret

or

Montreal

of this card

picture
regalia, evidently of some
religious order. A tattoo mark
reverse

was a

in

man

may also serve as a means of
identification.
The man was apparently about thirty
years old, five feet and six inches tall, and
weighed about 166 pounds.
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins, medical examiner,
and F. L. Mason, county attorney, visited
the scene, and after gathering the necon one arm

essary data,

reported

the

case

to the

commission. The town ol
public
Dedham took charge of the body foi
utilities

soi&iirwmXBy
_Smith

SUICIDE AT
Former

FRANKLIN.

Resident of Ellsworth Falls

Hangs Himself In Home.
Willis Bonsey, formerly

Falls,

of

Ellsworth

A Head Ellsworth

LADIES

burial.

session Nov. 16.

The home of Capt. Everett S. Means
the scene of a pleasant birthday celebration last Monday, when his father,
Capt. Nehemiah Means, passed the
nfaety-flrst milestone of his life journey.
Many friends and neighbors climbed the
bill to bring their greetings to the captain
and to extend best wishes for many
happy birthdays yet to come. The letterroan brought a shower of postcards and
letters. A handsome bouquet of carnations, the gift of Mayor tiagerthy,
adorned the center table in the parlor.
Ice-cream and cake were served to the
guests by Mrs. E. S. Means, making a

We pay interest

Hancock

The badly mBngled body of a man, not
yet identified, was found on the railroad a
Ellsworth has one industry that has mile south of Qreen Lake station, in the
asked for no subsidies in the way of sub- town of Dedham, early Sunday morning.
scriptions from the citizens or tax The body was discovered by Edward Dyer,
emptions from the city. This is the
light tender, on his rounds to extinguish
rug-making industry, established some
months ago by W. A. Alexander at his the block signal lights.
home on Oak street. Starting in a small
It is believed the man fell from the
way, Mr.%Alexander is building up quite a> north-bound night freight on which he
business in weaving rag rugs and pil- was beating his way.
He had been
low-covers, doing the work to order dragged several hundred feet along the
from rags sewn by the customer, and track. An examination of the train bears
weaving rugs for sale.
out this theory, as blood was found on
Abraham P. 8awyer, of Bangor, aged rear cars of the train, while there was no
twenty-three years, died suddenly Satur- blood on the locomotive or forward cars.
The man was apparently not an ordiday evening at the home of an aunt, Mrs.
Marion Ray, in Bangor. Mr. Sawyer was nary tramp, as his clothing was of good
quality. In his pockets were found clipa Syrian, coming to this country about

was

on

from

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

cos-

Mr. Smith has had experience in the picture business, and will
maintain the Standard for good pictures
and also lecture.
established by Mrs. Pettengill. The purThe Literature club will meet next chase includes the contracts for several
Monday evening. Nov. 1, with Miss Mary
splendid features during the coming
Black.
Papers: “Maine in Verse and months.
Mr. Smith is not an entire
Mrs.
“Fisheries,”
Hopkins;
Story,” by
stranger in Ellsworth, in fact, he was
Baker.
Miss
by
married here last summer, and spent two
H. W. Dunn, jr., and wife, who have weeks in Ellsworth. Both he and Mrs.
been visiting at Mr. Dunn's old bouse on Smith fell in love with Ellsworth, and
Dean street, left last week for Bridge- even then had their eyes on the Strand.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith will occupy apartwater, Mass., wbere Mr. Dunn is engaged ments in Mrs. R. M.
Campbell’s house on
in high school work.
Mrs. Pettengill, who has
State Btreet.
Misses Erva Giles and Alice Garland will built up an excellent business here, has
become known in the picture world, and
entertain tbe Unitarian club next Monday has
already received two flattering offers
home
of
Miss
Main
at
tbe
Giles,
for position as travelling representative
evening,
film concerns. She has not y6t
for
large
will
the
The
club
oontinue
street.
study
made definite plans for the future.
law.
of

Miss

Capital, $ 100,000.

This

sufferer, requiring

Company

ELLSWORTH, ME.

graceful Spanish

She will be in gypsy

Frank S. Lord, Charles H. Leland and
Roy C. Haines, the special Ellsworth com.05 mittee on State
highway, left yesterday
for Augusta, to appear before the goverMisb Bernice Eldridge is visiting in nor and council to-day in behalf of a
further appropriation for work this fall
Dexter.
Kev. J. W.
Tickle’s subject for bis I on the Bangor-Ells worth road. Word was
reoeived this afternoon that the governor
sermon next Sunday will De “The Pearl of
j and counsel had made the special approPrayyrs”.
for the work.
Miss Muriel Byard entertained several [ priation
The program at the Strand for the comof her young friends at a Hallowe’en
ing week includes several special features.
party laBt evening.
To-morrow Dorothea Farley will appear
will
be
served
the
womanis
Supper
by
in “The Unwritten Justice”. Saturday, a
alliance at the Unitarian vestry Wednespowerful drama, “False Colors,” will be
of
week.
next
day evening
presented. One of the big features of
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, of this city, left Tuesnext week will be William Faruum on
day for a visit of two weeks with relatives Tuesday, in “The Sign of the Cross”.
and friends in Massachusetts.
Next Wednesday the great serial, “Neal of
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. T. the Navy,” will begin.
There will be a
S. Ross at the Methodist parsonage Fri- free matinee for school children at 4
o’clock.
doy afternoon, Oct. 29, at 2.30 o’clock.
—

—

will present the first FIFTY LADY CUSTOMERS at
store a Jar of Wrights Silver Cream

IN,

Temperature

—

We

j

in.

Oct. 26, 1915.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

Pay 50^ a Week

night

3.66 p

Sundays.

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

public come

glassware.

5.50 pm.

Union Trust

tume.

POSTOFFICB

m;

m:

folk dances.

m.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

ready to welcome our patrons and
at our new store and would be pleased to

are now

friends

a

served.

dancing, including

a m.

From East—11.10

and

The Unitarian club promises to repeat
its success of last year in the haitowe’en
party to be held Friday Evening at Hancock hall. Many unique features will be
introduced. Miss Priscilla Clark, of Bangor, will give an exhibition of fancy

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Two examina-

present

Refreshments

and little son Wendell
spent the week-end at the home of his
parents, Capt. R. A. Sinclair and wife, in
East Surry. He stopped in Ellsworth a
few hours for greeting to friends as be
was returning to his home in East Boston,
where he has a due position as foreman in
the Victoria shoe factory.

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.42 a m. 4.23 p m, Sundays, 8 tl am.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a
m, 6.22 p m. Sundays, 5.20 p m.

under

are

were

pleasant evening.

xVo. 43.

£ bjitttmnnrti.

Percy Sinclair

Bo'rst-Pierce Co—Apples wanted-

on

|j!

pillow

—

a

27, 1915.

OCTOBER

Mrs. Bert JL. Austin and little daughter
left Friday for Boston to spend the winter
with her hnsbadd. She was accompanied
by Edward W. Austin, w ho will spend a
few days in Portsmouth, N. H.f and Boston, and then go to New York, where he
expects to be employed this winter.

Strand Theatre.
Admr notice—Peter Starkey.
In Bankruptcy—Alvin Grindle.
For sale—Pigs, Horses etc.
W A Alexander
Rag rugs and

AFTERNOON,

your sewed rags
and I will weave them into
handsome rugs or carpets.
Write for prices, etc., or
call and see the attractive
rugs and pillow covers 1
have for sale. Pillow Covers in
College Colors a Specialty.

bring

me

by hanging at his
borne in Franklin some time Thursday or
Friday morning. The body wsb found
late Friday afternoon hanging in the hallW. A. Alexander,
way of his home, where he lived alone, by
’Phone 64
neighbors wbo had not seen him about 38 Oak Street, Ellsworth.
during the day and went to investigate.
Mr. Bonsey formerly lived at Ellsworth
Falls, but for some years had made his
home in Franklin, working about the
mills. He was sixty-one years of age. He
had lately appeared despondent.
He leaves two brothers—Horace Bonsey,
Tel. 123
of Massachusetts, and Bion Bonsey, of 15 Hancock St.
Bar Harbor. The body was brought to
committed sucide

WANT e: d
Plain

Ellsworth for interment.
Funeral services were held at the EUsworth Falls
church Sunday afternoon. Rev. Henry W.

Conley officiating.
Leland Reunion.
The Leland reunion will be held at the
grange hall, Salisbury Cove, Saturday,
Nov. 6. All Lelands and their friends are
cordially invited. A picnic dinner will be
Berved.
Mrs. Heury Joy will have a
Nov. 3, of household goods,
old mahogany.—Advt.

sale, beginning
including some

Sewing

LinnehansAutolivery
Water St.,
TELEPHONE 117

Ellsworth
GARAGE 55

FOR RENT
Desirable

Tenement, Four rooms

Address, Box 603, Ellsworth
•'

t

SUNDAY SCHOOD

BB1TED BT

IU Motto:

THE

INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

Lesson V.—Fourth Quarter, Fw
Oct. 31, 1915.
Text of tho Lesson, II Kings xi, 4-12.
Memory Verses, 11, 12—Golden Text,
Prov. xiv, 11—Commentary Prepared

by Rev. O.

M.

Steams.

SbbmuBiums.

fHntiul Bmrfit Column.

“Helpful and Hopofnk"

The purposes of this column are suceine y
stated in tbe title and motto—It Is for the mut .* 1
benefit, and aim® to be helpful and hopefull
Being for the common good, it Is for the com
tnon use—-a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and sucgestlon. a medium for tbe In
terchange of Ideas. It this capacity H solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given U in this respect
munication® must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not be printed except oy permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without rood reason. Address

Apart from tbe story of Ahab we
i a.'l communication® to
have only considered the lives of JeroThe America*.
boam, who made Israel to sin, and that
Ell-worth. Me.
of good King Asa. The story of tbit
ten tribes and their kings was bad all
VitrOTATTOKS FROM EL!.*WHKKLKR WILCOX.
through, and. although Jehu destroyed

MRS. THOMSON
TELLS WOMEN

••«CXT TIME".

How She Was Helped During
Change of Life by Lydia EL
Pinkham’s

Vegetable
Compound.

Philadelphia. Pa.—“lam jost52yea»
of age and daring Change of Life I suflerea ior

years
terribly. I tried several doctors bet none
seemed to give me

there be many windows to your soul.
Baal out of Israel, yet he took no heed That all the glory of tbe universe
beautify it. Not the narrow pane
to walk In the law of the Lord God of May
Of one poor creed can catch tbe radiant rays
Israel with all his heart, but departed ! That shine from counties* sources. Tear away
not from the sins of Jeroboam til ! The blinds of superstition: let tbe light
Kings x, 311. As to Judah, the two I Pour through fair windows broad a* truth it-

any relief.

Every
month the pains were

Let

intense in both sides,
and made me so
weak that I had to
go to bed. At last
a friend recommen-

*

seif
trilies. Jeboshaphat. who succeeded his
And high as God.
father, Asa. was a good king on the
not
that a strong appeal to tbe narI*
whole. #ut his fellowship with tbe king
1 suppose we ought to have
of Israel was had. and he was reproved ; row mind?
those
for it in these words: "Shouldest thou j more sympathy than we do lor
whose vision is limited to the one view
that
love
them
and
the
ungodly
help
human life as a whole,
hate the Lord?"
(II Chron. xviii, 1; they have of life
See also II Chron. xx, 35. and ot their one standard of measure,
xix, 2.1
come short who fit not the
Jeboshaphat was succeeded by his son, whereby all
ideas.
Another
Jeboram, who reigned only eight years, requirements of their
but made his mark decidedly for evil, selection:
for he married the daughter of that The hurry of the time* affects ns so
wicked pair. Ahab ami Jezebel, and In this *wift rushing boar, we crowd and
press,
walked in the ways of the kings of
And thrust each other backward, as we go.
Israel like the house of Ahab. lie suf
And do not pause to lay sufficient stress
fered terribly In his body and from his
Upon that good, strong, true word. Earnestenemies, according to a message from
ness.
withthe Lord by Elijah, and departed
In that receding age when men were great.
5.
Chron.
xxi.
*»;
out being desired ill
The bone and sinew of their purpose lay
All his sons were
xii. 15; XTiii, 20).
In this one word.
slain except the youngest. Ahaziah. %pd
As you read thoughts of hers, 1 want
he became king at the ace of fortyyou to apply them to the manner of presHe
two and reigned only one year.
ent-day living, and decide for yourselves
walked in the ways of the house of
if they are true. Get a broad glimpse of
Ahab. Tor bis mother. Athaliah. and
the world in general, sod the human
others of the house of Ahab were*
freight it is bearing on from day to day.
his counselors to do wickedly (II
He was slain by
Chron. xxii, 1-li
It may be “rapid transit”, bnt come
Jehu, and when his mother saw that back to a
practical subject. Do you know
her son was dead she slew all the seed au “odds and ends”
day is a very conroyal of the house of Judah, or thought venient thing to have in the family once
she did. But tbe living God. who will
Of course the systematic
in a .while?
let nothing of His word fall to tbe
housekeeper who keepa everything conearth, was watching over the seed of
nected with the regular work, and the
tile kingdom (II Kings x. 10; xt 1.
sewing and extra# which come with “seed
margin).
time and harvest ”, done on time, will be
rue sister or Ahaziah. who was the
spared the pleasures ofssuch a day; but to
wife of Jehoiada the priest, somehow
tbe housewives who agree with the poe;
stole the baby Joash and hid him and
tnat
his nurse in a bedchamber in the house
Labor with whftzeal we will
of God for six years, during which
Something still remains undone;
time Athaliah reigned over the land,
Something uncompleted still
and what a reign it must have been!
Waits the rising of the sun,
(II Kings xi. 2. 3: II Chron. xxii. 10-12.)
an “odds and ends” day is a great idea.
But in due time deliverance always
To those who dd their own work unaided,
comes, and in the seventh year Jehoiada
the priest arranged to have Joash pro- the days are filled with difficult tasks, but
claimed king, taking every precaution some week when the washing, ironing,
for a
to have every
done in due order churning and sufficient cooking
—

thing

and

prevent any miscarriage of
events.
He gathered the Levites and
the rulers and the captains by hundreds in the house of the Lord and
showed them the king's son and said,
"Behold, the king’s son shall reign, as
the Lord hath said of the sons of Da
vid," and all the congregation made a
covenant with the king in the house
of God (verse 4 and II Chron. xxtil,
1-3). As one day is with the Lord as
a thousand years and a thousand years
to

as one

day,

one cannot

help thinking

day’s

needs

are

completed,

then around

six

ded Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to me and I tried it at once
and found much relief.
After that I
had no pains at all and could da my
housework and shopping the same
For years 1 %iave praised
as aiw:yr.
Lydia E. P:r,sham’s Vegetable Compound for what it has done for me,
and shall always recommend it as a woman's friend. You are at liberty to use
my iette in any way. ’’—Mrs.Thomson,
649 W. Russell St., Philadelphia, Pa.
■

read and answered ny a woman
and field in strict confidence.
will be made tender if placed in
Milk
vinegar and water for a few minutes.
will keep sweet longer in a shallow pan than
in a pitcher. To make the white of egg* beat
quickly, add a pinch ot sail Will not some
sister ttii me a remedy for diuy headache'
and blind staggers?
beaten liphta
Jkli.y Roll— Two
one-b if cap of suifar, two tablespoonfal. j
cold water, on teaspoonful of cream o f
tartar, one-half teaspoonful of soda and'
Bake in a
three-fourths cap of flour.
shallow pan, spread with jelly, and roll;
then wrap in a damp towel.
Mrs. E. B. S.
meat

--■-;-

Cupboard! i
FOODS FOR EARLY SUMMER.

CARDINAL

of the seventh thousand years when
the devil, whom Athaliah so well represented, shall be shut up In the pit and
there shall be a fulfillment of the words
“Yet have I set my King upon my holy
hill of Zion” (Pa. It «). All through
the book there are so many foreshad
owlngg of the coming kingdom upon
which our hearts Should be constantly
set, for all the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed. In us (Rom. viil, 18). Jehoiada
arranged all in their places, with instructions to those with weapons to
compass the king roundabout and he
brought forth the king’s son and anointed him, crowned him, gave him the
testimony and made him king, the people clapping their hands and saying,
“God save the king” (verses 8. 11, 12).
Jehoiada made a covenant between the
Lord and the king and the people that
they should be the Lord’s people, and
all the people of the land rejoiced, and
the city was quiet.
joasn was seven years old when he
began to reign (verses 17, 20, 21). They
broke down the house of Baal and
broke In pieces thoroughly his altars
and his images and slew Athaliah, that
wicked woman with the sword, and
the priest appointed officers over the
house of the Lord (verses 18, 20).
It
must have seemed like a change from
•, hell to heaven for the people of Judah.
What will It be for the whole world
when a king shall reign in righteousness. and the work of righteousness
shall be peace, and the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever! (Isa, xxxli. 1, 17.)
The readers
of these lesson notes may think that I
quote some passages very often, but
It is because they mean so much to j
me.
They are my meat /and drink. | eating liquor which helped the view out a
May they all mean more to each of us! *j little: “The rum would have been a p*hof tbe cargo any way, so we onght to be
Joash is the youngest king of whom thankful
there was on) board something
|
we read, but good King Josiah was j that would in a measure counteract its
but one year older when he began to j influence.”
reign (II Kings xxU. 1). Every good
Aunt Emma contributes the following:
king was in some measure n type of
Green sage, placed in the pantry, will keep
Him who when He was but a babe red ants oat.
Turpentine mixed with stovewas worshiped as King of the Jews
polish prevents rust and gives a brighter
(Matt. ii. 1. 2. 11). but who is still gloss than water. The mica in stoves ean be
waiting for His kingdom. Joash was made clear by washing with vinegar. If the
wonderfully preserved that the word black does not come off readily, allow the
of the Lord concerning David and his mica to remain in the vinegar a short time.
kingdom might not fall, and we may
Cuugba That are Stopped!
be quite certain that the other assurCareful people see that they are stopped.
fulnot
which
are
David
yet
Dr. King's New Discovery is a remedy of
anc** to
tried merit. It has held its own on the marfilled shall be fulfilled to the letter in ket for 46
years. Yonth and old age testify
The
and
way.
to Us soothing and healing qualities.
PneuGod’s own good time
monia
and
lung troubles are often caused by
promises of God are absolute certain- delay of treatment.
Dr. King's New Discovties, and we may rest our wwale ery stops those hacking coughs and relieves
la grippe tendencies. Money back if it fails.
upon them.

SALAD.—Boil

two

large

—

—

add|

—

weight

^

50c. and f 1.00.

reason.

ing.

»

Discovery of the Amazon.
Amazon river was discovered
from the west, in spite of Its being the
largest body of water emptying Into
the Atlantic. A party of Spanish conqnlstadores reached its 'headwaters
The

after an unspeakably difficult passage
of the Andes. Then they built a boat
and floated down, later tc navigate
along the coast to the Caribbean settlements.
Feel languid,
Stomach ‘‘off?*’
Blood Bittera.

IMA—Adv.

week, run down? Headache?
A good remedy la Burdock
Price
Aak your druggia

Portland.

Mre. Avery W. Urey and Mra.
Alfred
Condon are at the eye and ear
infirmary ,t
Portland lor treatment.
Tbe

schooner Lizzie J. Clerk, ol
Bass
Harbor, lor Gloucester, Mess., is in Buck s
Harbor awaiting favorable winds.
Ray Gray has finished the concrete

408, WINTER HARBOR.
regular meetiog of Schoodic

SCHOODIC,

At the
No. 408, sixteen members were
present and the first degree was conferred
The program for
upon one candidate.
literary entertainment consisted in the
the
discussion of the question: “Does

Wednesday, Nov. 3-Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Scenic grange,
Waltham.

grange

Saturday, Nov. 6—Meeting of Hancook
Pomona

Verona

with

grange

grange,

foundation for hie ice-cream saloon and

confectionery store, and is resay for
carpenters.
Oct. 33.

maintenance of a standing army and a
strong navy tend toward peace?’* The
discussion was interesting, and was de-

Bucksport.
MARIAVILI.K, 441.

SEDGWICK.

cided in the negative.

16 thirty members and one visitor
were present, and an interesting meetiug
was held.
It was voted to ask the commissioner of agriculture to hold an institnte with this grange soon.
Oct. 23 was the eleventh. Anniversary of
Mariarille grange, and toe program was

appropriate
ments

were

that

to

Oct.

members

are

requested

to be

J

j

many

day

is

Ali

prese t.

was

Emms Allen, of North Swlgwick
her sister, Mrs. J. L>. Allen.

visiting

day.

Ort. ?4.

H.

aubmucmno*

EGG PRODUCTION.
[Records

NAVE YOU BEEN SICK?

Maine

Agrlcnltoral Experiment
Station.1

at

Then you realize the utter weakness
Id 1908 there was undertaken a new exthat robs ambition, destroys appetite,
periment in breeding for egg production and makes work a burden.
at the Maine agricultural experiment
To restorethat strength and stamina that
station. The old experiment, which has j Is so essential, nothing has ever equaled
been going on for ten years, was brought ; or compared with Scott’s Emulsion, because its strength
to a close, and a new- method of breeding
sustaining n- ohment invigorates the blood to distribute
inaugurated. Under the old system of
the
energy throughout
body while its tonic
breeding during these ten years, the egg value sharpens the
appetite and r. stores
production had steadily declined, until iu health in a natural, permanent way.
1907-b the production had reached a very
If yon are run <}own, tired, nervous,
low figure. In ihst year tbe birds aververworked or Lick strength, get Scott's
closely followed aged to lay ouly approximately 106 eggs Emulsion to-ilay. It is free from alcohoL

furnished by the host grange and

each

during the year.

new

method of

This

was

It

was

breeding

(ell that

Scott & Boww.

a

Cordia Davis and Muriel LinKate Ellis also gave an illustrated lecture on health and sanitation.

duet. La

Mrs.

j

in the

ing
it

_

done with results

which

have

laying year 1913-14,

that

is,

the

Cut out winter

to

examine

the

records

in

Co to summery

lay-

year which ended last fall.
is of interest to tnose interested

poultry

477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.

Bloomfield. N. J.

should be taken.

highly appreciated.
been steadily and increasingly gratifying
Many remained for the evening session, during the seven years since that time.
when the following program was renThe average flock production has inered.
Piano duet, Shirley Holt and Alice
creased steadily year by year. The birds
Reynolds; monologue, Eunice Coggins; made the
highest record which has ever
selection, quartet; farce, “Rubber Boots;” been obtained iu tbe
history of the station

»

home

cottage.
K.
M. Buckminster, O. E. Ober and
Franlr Day will leave to day on a shooting trip in northern Maine.
Mis« Martha Herrick, Kov Byard and
wile, end Ueadames Mary E., Jennie M.
and Alice E. Byard return to Haverhill to-

was

scott.

at

ere

Haven

at

boo

the program.
grange voted to hold a contest of
attendance between brothers and sisters
id continue to, and including, the first
meeting In Decern’*.-, the losing side t >
furo.sh entertainment ami supper.

new

summer

William Sylvester came from
Buckspoct
Sunday for tbe day with bis family here.
Mrs. Rose Pervear and children, KUhy
and Everett Pert, are occupying Peek-a-

The

spoke on grange work, giving in all
helpful suggestions. Music for the

was

Mias

literary

Hooper and wife

after the

264.

LAMOINE.

bhe

23^^^*ne

Each
well carried out.
program
member was called upon to give a conundrum or pay a fine of five cents.
Many
responded, a few choosing to pay the fine.
Questions, answered by something used
in the sewing room, brought amusement.
Readings, a recitation and a topic com-

pleted

Oct. 19, Green Mountain Pomona met
The attendance
with Lamoioe grange.
waa a little below the average, but the day

farm.
Mrs. Kate B. Ellis

Castine

meetiRgof

held «X*tober

again,

was

42D, FRANKLIN.

concerning moving into the
the next regular meeting.

at

was

grange

21, twenty-three members and
visitors were present. Action will

be taken
ball

Refresh-

interesting

An

served.

SCHOODIC,

three

occasion.

H.

J.
250.

CANTINK,

the

c

G. 8. Bridges and wife returned Wednesday from Hiram.

6ct.

M ASSAPAQC A,

KlTGftEN I

1

from

Greenwood, Cushman, Morning Light,
Rising Star and dchoodic granges. Selections on the phonograph and several readings constituted the program. After the
closing ceremonies, sapper was served.

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

as

Toogh

M. 8. Green and George Austin
have
honaea npand the roofs covereo.
The achoooer Lawrence Murdock, (w
Oreutt, to loaded with gravel tor
mw

present

were

BHOOKSVILLE

*• C. Muon nd E. C. Blake have
por.
chaaad automobiles.

SULLIVAN, 381.

JOHN DORITY,
Ocf? 23, visit ore

Chanpe of Life is one of the most waa unusually interestinr and profitable.
critical periods of a woman's existence. The fifth degree was conferred before
Women everywhere should remember din er, thus leaving the afternoon for
that there is no other remedy known to the speaker*.
carry women so successfully through
Brother Julian Emery gave a talk on
this uydng period as Lydia E. Pinlrham'a j “Efficiency”, with many apt illustrations
Vegetable Compound.
of non-efficiency on the farm.
Mr.
If you want special advice Stevens, of the U. of M., followed with an
1
write to Lydia "E. Pink ham Med- address which gave reasons why young
fi-ine Co. (confidential), Lynn,; men go to the city, and told what must be
Mass. Your letter will be opened, done to induce them to remain on the

date on some calendar hanging nearbeets until tender, slice, covet
by, draw lines of red, and enjoy the hoii- j
with two tablespoonfuls of vineday.
and stand until the following day.
The “nndones and leftovers” of my gar
Drain off the vinegar and use It In
work wonld not probably be the same aa
making a mayonnaise. Take one-haH
any of yonra, bnt we can celebrate each in
cupful white beans, one-half cupful
her own way, and knowing others are
peas, one-half cupful asparagus tip*4
observing a similar occasion, will cheer ns and mix with the red mayonnaise.
in
onr
efforts to “gather np the re- ;
Serve in hearts of lettuce ghrnlshed
mainders”.
with radishes.
N. L. H., one of my first acta on sack a
Nut Salad.—Blanch peanuts; put In
day would be to write yon a personal lat- oven and brown with a bit of butter
er, for that valued niece of oars has had
and a sprinkle of salt. Chop coarsely.
some hard things to bear and is now exTo each cupful of peanuts add two cupover
constant
anxiety
periencing
physical fuls of
celery cut Into dice and one
injuries which her husband has sustained.
of diced apples. Mix thoroughly.
I hope yon will send her messages of re- j cupful
Serve with mayonnaise.
membranes and encouragement.
This makes a
Cucumber Cups.
Aunt Emma, having looked
an
np
dish for luncheon. Cut cucumdainty
Amkkicaiy of a year ago (for I keep all
bers into sections about four inches
Amkbicawb safely) I find Pansy credited
tyng and cook for ten minutes In salted
that recipe as
having come from yon—I water. Remove the pulp. Fill the cupa
mean the ripe cucumber one—and I also
with creamed chicken and serve hot on
found the recipe. In the meantime, I am
toast
indebted to “D”, who realizing my waitBeat until
Currant Mint Sauce.
ing-time, kindly gave me her recipe over smooth a glass of currant Jelly. Add
the telephone. 891 am all heartened np
two taWespoonfula of chopped mint
again in regard to pickles.
leaves and one tablespoonful grated orange peel. Add one tableapoonfnl of
In a recent daily paper I found the fol- lemon
Juice. This la a delicious
one
which
I
know
how
scarcely
lowing,
tlon to cold roast lamb for luncheon.
for
bur
could read without blushing
Mint Cup.—Separate a souf orange
country:
Into sections. Remove the thin skin
Boston, Oct. 17—With the sailing of the with a pair of scissors. Chill thoroughbark Buth Stark for Seconki, Africa, with
ly, [dace In cocktail glasses, sprinkle
200.000 gallons of rum, the total shipment of
with powdered sugar; add one teathat liquor from this port daring the last
spoonful of vanilla extract and one
six months reached nearly one million galtablespoonful of pineapple Juice. Sprinlons. The discontinuance of trade between
kle with one tablespoonful of chopped
Africa and European sources of supply, on
and garnish with sprigs of mint
j account of the war;Tias renewed traffic which mint
flourished in the early days of the American
Cress and Dandelion Salad.—Wash
j merchant marine.
young dandelions and drain well. Ar!
This, then, is one of our contributions range 1n salad bowl and cover with
watercress. Pour over a French ^easfor tbe betterment of the world! I am
reminded by it of an event which came to
ing and serve with very brown toasted
crackers.
pass many years ago, and which has recurred to my mind many times sigice then
Egg and Asparagus Salad.—Cut hard
tbe statement that a sailing vessel which
boiled eggs In halves. Remove yolks,
had for passengers missionaries going to
season with salt pepper, a little onion
Africa, carried at tbe same time ram for Juice and one tablespoonful of chopped
, the natives, and it was to be exchanged
xwppar. Form In balls and fill the cavi for valuable articles like gold and ivory. ities In the hard boiled eggs. Cook as| How can we boast of our civilized paragus tips in salted water, drain and
Christianize.. America? I beard not long coot Arrange eggs in a flat salad dish.
ago a remark in relation to that same
alMMtlng with a mound of the astransportation of missionaries and intoxi- paragus tips. Serve with French dressthat

TUi column U devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to nil grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports o! grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bat name* will not be printed except by permission of the writer. Ail com-

pecially

good

SOUTH

Meeting?Address...George » Worden
Question box
Exemplifying the •obordinsW work

^mong- thr ©rangrr*.

in

detail

lor that year.

Oct. 28, the third and fourth degrees !
In the first place, the average production
^re given and a harvest feast served. At for the twelve months from November 1
the next meeting, the men will fill the
j to November 1 of the 192 birds which
chairs and give the program. This grange
made up the flock, was 166.18 eggs per
will entertain Hancock Pomona in March,
bird.
This amount* to a trifle under
1916.
fourteen dozen eggs per bird during the

j

HARBORS IDE,

478, SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
At the regular meeting of Harborside
grange last Wednesday it was voted to entertain Pomona in,1916.
RAINBOW, 2U3, NORTH B ROOKS VILXE.
Oct. 21, 175 members were present, in-

cluding visiting members from Bloehill,
Penobscot, Sedgwick, Brooklin and Harborside granges. After the regular business, grange was declared closed and a
public program waa presented.
NEW

CENTURY, 856, DEDHAM.
in New Oentnry grange Oct. 23, the program Included music, Marcia Surrill;
story, Maurice
Miller;
conundrum,
Walter Gray; vocal solo, Lizzie Maynard;
recitation, Mary Burrili. Report of Hancock Pomona’s- meeting
with
North
Brooksville grange Oct. 21, £. W. Burrrill.
QUEEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.

Oct. 18, Green Mountain Pomona grange
met with Lamoine grange.
There were
125 members present, and the day waa one.
ol interest and bsoeflt to all.
The address of welcome was given by
the past master, Thaddeus Hodgkins, and
the response by W illiam York, of Bayside
grange. Then the fifth degree was conferred upon a class of five. This was followed by a delicious chicken dinner.
After tbe noon hour, the program was
presented by the lecturer. A pleasing
feature of the program was the music by
tbe members of Lamoine grange.
Two
selections were sung by the mixed quartet,
an instrumental selection by bister Smith
and two beautiful solos, one by Sister
Davis and tbe other by Sister Holt.
Tbe speakers of the day were Julian
Emery, of Salisbury Cove, who has always
been

an

earnest

worker.

grange

Bro.

Emery

good, sound facts in
an
ably presented—facts
that all should take home to their farms,
and practice.
The next speaker waa Prof. George W.
Stevens, of tbe U. of M., who gave an interesting talk on rural conditions.
Prof. Stevens was followed by State
Deputy Kate B. Ellis, who ia so well
gave some
address that was

in grange circles that it ia not
necessary to say all enjoyed the grange
talk which she gave. Mrs. Ellis outlined
the,work as it ia at present, and gave some
good advioe tor future action.
As there is no invitation in for the annual meeting, a committee of three was
appointed by the chair—Bro. Noyes, of
Sullivan; Bro. Shand, of Bar Harbor, and
Bro. Martin A. Garland, of Lakewood—
to confer with Hancock to see if it could
be held there, and report at the next meeting, which ia at Waltham.
known

Following is the program for the meeting of Green Mountain Pomona to be held
at Waltham Nov. 8:
Opening song
Address of welcome.1.1.Host Orange
Response.Vernon Haslam
Recess
Fifth degree
Recess for dinner
Address. “Country Life

\
vs

City Lift

as

Character-Building,"
Rev P A A Killam, of Ellsworth
Topic for general discussion, “How can
we

Create mors Interest in

our

Pomona

Reckoning tnese at an average
price of thirty-two cents per dozen, which
is spproximately wrhat the station realized,
this means a return in eggs alone of f4.48
year.

per bird per year.

What you save in coal and
clothes hills, and other
winter necessities in the East,
will pay for a few months
stay in California.
You caa go there oa the (California

one had, of courae, the !
end of the year to Jut sold for
meat, or as a breeder, or to be kept in tbe
flock for further breeding purposes. n!
is certainly fair to reckon that at tbe end
ol tbe laying year, tbe bird* would be
worth 75 cent* on tbe average. They were

Besides

this,

bird at tbe

(

j

extra

djppoaed of,

a* a
matter of fact, at a
higher average price than this, bat any
poaltryman ought to get that mneb out
of bit bird* at tbe end of tbe laying Mason.

Limited train of luxury, or travel
economically in a tourist sleeper.
Fred Harvey meals, too.
THe Grand Canyon of Aria on a is on

eacb

your way.

Tbia means then a groat income for
hen of |5.23, wbicb would give a
reasonable net profit per bird after doducting coot of feed and care.
The moet striking thing shout the production was the high laying during the
winter months when the beet prices for
eggs ere realised. This i* shown in the
following detailed returns for the winter
months.
The average production per
bird for the month of November was
10.76; for December, 14.19; for January,
13.88; for February, 13.37; for March, 19.21.
These figures are perhaps more striking it
arranged in soother way, as fol lows: The
production of the birds was such that 36
per cent, of the flock laid a dozen and a
half or more eggs daring the month ot
November; 47.4 per cent, of the flock laid
a dozen and a halt or more eggs each in
the month of December; 42.2 per cent, ot
the flock laid eighteen or mere egg* each
in January; and 31.8 per cent, ot the flock
laid eighteen or more eggs in February. It
anyone will recall the prevailing prices ot
eggs during the months ot November,
December, January and February the
significance ot these figures will be more
readily recognized.
The methods ot breeding and feeding
by which these results have been obtained
at the Maine agricultural experiment
station are fully described in its publications which are distributed tree to all
residents ot Maine. The methods of
breeding need are described in bnlletin
231, while the general methods of feeding
afid management are contained in a circular entitled “Methods ot Poultry Management at the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station”. Anyone who wUl follow

with care and persistence the methods
outlined in these publications may expect

Ask

me

I

for folders.

S. W. Maaaial. G*n N E Ae*n*
A TIBS. F. Ry
33B Wuhiapoa Street. Boston

GOOD TREATMENT
FOR OILY SCALPS
Men and

women

whose

hair and

scalp arc excessively oily have hard
work keeping their hair in good condition.
Dust and dirt mingle with
dandruff, cling to the oily hair and
scalp, clog the scalp pores, stille the

hair roots and make proper cleansing

almost impossible.
,
Parisian Sage is an ideal treatment
for this trouble. Wash the hair not
oftener than once a week, but »se
Parisian Saga twice daily, pouring a
little into the parted hair and rubbing
briskly right into the scalp with the
linger tips. It drives out datnlruft,
dissolves the excess oil and stimulates
the scalp into healthy normal action.
This simple remedy can be obtain'd
from Geo. A. Parclier, or any drug
counter and is very inexpensive.

I

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK

I

Hancock Co. SairiafsIBaak, Ellsworth

|

This bank not only affords unques- I
tioned protection (or savings, nut ■
adds to sll deposits at a liberal rate ■
of interest.
■

Ye*—Many People

good results.

have told us the same stow—distress
after eating, gases, heartburn. A

New York’s earthquake.
The “New York earthquake” occurred Aug. 10. 1884.
It was a terrific
earthquake through New England and
the middle states, Its, center of Intens-

before aad after each meal will relieve
you. 8old only by us—25c.

«Wa

UtetcM.

E. G. Moore.

__

ity being in the villages of AmityviUe
and Jamaica, X. Y. The walls of the
Presbyterian Sunday school at Jamaica were cracked in two places, one to

CHICHESTERSP1LL3

inches wide, from the roof to the

p Kaa-satfiBAffi-ij
I”"
Hdll.SII BU>
J

two

foundations, and the walls of a bouse
in Amltyvllle were so cracked that it
was possible to lay a broombandle in
the o|«nings
New York, like a great
part of the "'ountry. also felt the great
"Charleston earthqnake" of Aug. 31,
1886.
New York received this shock
at 9:54 in the morning.

TIU nlAHONU ItB '. V':

UMKtl Amu

k Pill* is R*4
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mad iimld
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS f VElM*
PARKER’S

HAIR BALSAM

"'wr

A lot let pm»r»,K’“
Help* to cr»die«t« dpodrutr

For Rortoriu

Color jorf

*^i£sas&£&£}

kittkby

to caribou.

ICapt.

A.

Richardson, in Deer Iale
Meaicnger. ]
When our folks moved down
tfrom
Massachusetts to the district of Maine,
one of their
early industries became shipbuilding in a small way. Many of the
coast villages soon had a
ship-yard along
the beach.
The vessels were not large
or
graceful; but later on they increased
the size and improved
flpon model and
lines.
oth£r
Among
places Stockton and Sandy
Point had become ambitious and very ingenious building places about the time of
the Civil war, and a sketch of the career
o? the fleets built there woulb now be interesting. Those places produced many

age-

accidents occurred in
Two fatal banting
woods last Wednesday. Joseph
(be Maine
at WadGonyer, of Old Town, employed
near Patten, was
leigh's lumber camps
walking through the woods with another
when the latter’s
employee at the campe,
The bulrjfle was accidentally discharged.
aide. He died while
let entered Gonyer’f
Vate
being taken on* of tbe woods.
shot in mistake
I,. Scarce, of Abbot, was.
C. ledger, a young
for a deer by Edmond
French-Canadian who was banting with
him. He died four hoars later.

of the most staunch and
gracefut^ vessels,
lodge of Odd Fellows, at its of medium
size, to be found on any seas,
last
Portland
elected
in
week,
meeting
brigs and barks, generally employed in
officers as follows: Grand master, John the West India and Atlantic trades. The
Bar
Harbor;
deputy'
gr»nd
h. Bunker,
brig Nigretta was one of the finest-lookr
master, Willis E. Parsons, Foxcroft; grand ing vessels I ever saw, also the Arthur
J.
Harold
Howard,
Waterville; Eglesso.
warden,
E. Jackson,
In 1806 there was a fine brig launched at
grand secretary, Charles
treasurer.
William
E. Sandy Point that shot across and
Portland; grand
caught
Plummer, Portland; grand representa- on Odom’s ledge, where she hung up by
8.
Leon
Merrill, Orono; the middle through one low
tives, two years,
Tide, with
one year, HarTy-W. Held, Augusta. The but little injury, I believe.
I think the vessels were largely owned
liebekah assembly elected officers as folPresident, Elizabeth G. Kicker, in the places which gava them
lows:
birth,
Lisbon vice-president, Florence M. Mar- though probably but few of them, when
tin, Kingman; secretary, Grace E. Wal- once away, ever returned to their native
ton, Belfast; treasurer, Sarah M. Wey. homes.
The grand encampThe brig H. Houston was named for a
mouth, Biddeford.
Grand minister who afterward came from
ment elected officers aa follows:
Sandy
patriarch, Archie K. Levette, Bangor; Point church to Deer Isle and preached
Frederick
B.
high
there
Peabody,
for
priest,
His
voice apd beargrand
many years.
Richmond; grand senior warden, Walter ing were the most kingly of any handsome
Kumford;
man
junior
I
grand
warden,
ever
saw
in
a pulpit.
G. Hicks,
I believe the
John W. Gorman, Portland; grand scribe, brig were built by a deacon, and being
E.
Portland;
named
Plummer,
for a minister, and at one time
William
grand
commanded by a minister’s son, she was
treasurer, Albro E. Chase, Portland.
sometimes called the “Congregationalist
Church”.
EGYPT.
I happen to have ancestral reasons for
Mrs. Frank Jordan baa been visiting in
my interest in Sandy Point and its oneBar Harbor.
^
time shipping: My great-Grand mother
Mrs. Grace .Savage ia at home, having
Haskell was Dorothy Shute.
It was a
spent the week-end caring tor Mrs. Ruth long, long way to go
a-courting, in a boat,
French.
but he captured his bride and brought her
Percy T. Clarke and wife spent the week- to Deer Isle, where they reared a considerWillard
J.
end with Mr. Clarke’s parent,
able family in the good old severe way—in
Clarke and wlto.
terror of the Lord and in hatred of the
Mrs. Arvill Jordan and ton Oscar, and devil. My grandfather was the baby of
Herbert Phillip* and wile visited Oliver the brood.
All the boys, by inheritance, became
Bragdon and wile Sunday.
Miss Hogan, who baa been caring lor mixtures of builder and master-mariner.
Alice Butler since her return home last It required buti little ready money in
those days to build vessels. But it did rewinter, left lor her borne Tuesday. Her
and perseverance.
place was filled by a nurse from Portland. quire energy, industry
Grandfather named one vessel “PerseverH. C.
Oct. 25.
ance”.
DEDHAM.
Every chip of wood for hull or spars
A harvest supper will be given by the
w as cut from their own
lands—fine, oldladies' aid society in Society ball Oct. 30.
growth timberland, which had been
Miss Gladys Wakefield ia at borne from
deeded to their grandfathers by the state
l’assadumkeag, w here she has been w ith
of Massachusetts for about a dollar an
her sister, Mrs. Melvin Logan.
laFred Maynard and wile have returned acre. The better class of workmen
Irom Aroostook county, where they have boring, in summer, fifteen hours a day—
been employed during the potato harvest.
took shares in^ie vessels for their pay.
Oct. 33.B.
Merchants of Boston furnished all “topbills” on time until the vessels’ earnings
5btimiBrti.nu«
could pay them.
VN
-—-Previous to 1812 they built a pair of
ships, side by side, carrying the enormous cargo for those days of nearly two
DR. KENNEDY’S
hundred tons each. One of them foundered off the coast of Ireland when loaded
The

*

Ed.

grand

JUST
soon

English

with

There

Favorite
Remedy

hits real

from

a

largest

the

try Prince Albert
tobacco you’ll
wise right up that
was made

it

for your taste!
And that’s no
idle dream!

A

FRINGE ALBERT
the national joy smoke

One morning it

pelican

roosted

The old

shots at the
with
of

no

wing

on

was

the

vessel

l
5
I
!

bird from

other

effect than

and

surprised

afterward I

was

half

a

new

a

look.

introduced

dozen

revolver,
slight flutter

a

10

Some years

Capt. Berry,

conversation, remarked that I was
his wheel when he tried to shoot a
pelican off the mainyard w ith a toy gun.
He looked me over
up and down and
and asked if I were the boy
crosswise
who caught the batten; and by that I
and in

PE-RU-NA

at

For Catarrh Whoravor Located.

—

—

A sure. safe, time-tried remedy
for Catarrhal Affections of every
description. Sold by all Drugdots. Write the Peruna Co., of
Columbus, Ohio. They will advise you free.

knew he remembered

In those days it

me.

was

common

enough

ships to have the spawn Of future
captains in the forecastle; hence it was
nothing new* for an old master to again
meet with his one-time sailors
perhaps
for all

—

whom he had sometime cuffed over
the boy himself had become
the wheel
But the possibila green young master.
one

Relieves The Worst

—

Cases of Catarrh

of

ity

Think “Hyomei the Most Wonderful
Treatment for Catarrh Ever
Discovered”.
Do not try to cure catarrh by using
sprays or lotions; it cannot be cured i
in that manner.
The only way in '■
which this too common disease can be
fully relieved is through a direct application to the affected parts that:
"ill kill the bacilli of catarrh and prevent their growth.
Breathing the air of Hyomei is the
only known method of treatment that
can really
accomplish this. It is the
simplest, most pleasant and probably
the most
for
treatment
reliable
catarrh that has ever been discovered.
The complete Hyomei outfit is inexpensive, and consists of an inhaler,
dropper and sufficient Hyomei to last
several weeks.
Thia will effect Instant relief in ordinary casesp but for
chronic and deep-seated cases of catarrh, loifger use may be necessary,
and then an extra bottle of Hyomei
can be obtained for a'trifling sum.
It
is not alone the best (it might be
called the only) method of treating
catarrh, but it is also the most eco-

j

pissed.
either

such
embarrassment has
any
Look now in no forecastle for
an

American boy, intelligence

On the Lorena there
aud among

us

full crew of
Tom Peabody.

was a
was

Fifteen >ears afterward, one morning in
Liverpool, I was introduced to a Capt.
Peabody, then in command of a Bath

ship.
dinner

Sold everywhere in toppy red bage. Set
tidy red tine, 10c; alto in pound and
half-pound humidort.

COUNTY

NEWS.

their way to Bar Harbor in their automobile.

We went up to the
and while there

Exchange
my

Powers,

William

Holli.i M. Smith has purchased

an

auto-

mobile.

who

will

teach

the

grammar school at French boro, is spendMiss Hazel
ing a few weeks in Boston.

Marshall

will

teach

with

him in the

primary school.
Rex.

Oct. 25.
GOULDS BORO.
Winslow
chased

an

Perry,

of

Gouldsboro,

has

pur-

automobile.

Henry Jellison and wife, of Franklin,
a few days last week in town.
Charles Ahlblad, of Bar Harbor, is paint- spent
The Camp Fire girls are planning a fair
ing the union church.
to be held in the grange hall, Saturday
Miss Gladys Ober, of Bangor, recently afternoon, Oct. 30.
visited friends in town.
Archie Rolfe and family, who have been
Mrs. John Whitmore, of Northeast Harliving in Chatham, Mass., the past year,
d
a
few
last
week
iys
bor, spent
wit^her have returned home.
brother, J. J. Somes.
\/iss Leta Steward, who has been visitC. B. Richardson spent several days of ing her cousin, Mrs. Irving MacDonald, has
last week with his daughter, Mrs. Forrest returned to her home in
Augusta.
Dickey, at Hull’s Cove.
Cushman grange held its annual fair
Andrew A. Somes and family left Mon- Thursday afternoon.
The fair was folday of last week for Hardwick, Vt., lowed by a supper and dance. All were
v
where he has employment.
wTell attended.
Dr. J. A. Lethiecq and family, of BanCretia E., wife of Alvah Dyer, died
the week-end
with Mrs. Friday, Oct. 22, after a three years’ illness.
gor, spent
Lethiecq’s parents, Lyman H. Somes and Though a great'suff^rer, she bore her long
wife. They made the trip by automobile. illness with wonderful
courage and cheerRichard O. Allen is at home from Bruns- fulness, always meeting her friends with
wick. He was on his second year at Bow- a smile,-. Mrs. Dyer was a native of Steudoin college, but on account* of his eyes ben, but much of her life was spent here.
failing him, he was obliged to give up his She leaves, besides her husband, her
studies.
parents, Alphonso Mayo and wife, of
Mrs. Jessie
Walter M. Allen left Monday for Fair- Steuben, and three sisters
Held sanatorium, where he will remain a Martin, of New Bedford, Mass.; Mrs.
Mabel Johnson, of Steuben,
and Mrs.
w hile for his health, which did not imLida Roby, of Prouts Neck.
prove as rapidly as was expected on acOct. 25.
Jen.
His many
count of the damp air here.
friends earnestly hope for a speedy recovBASS HARBOR.
ery. Mr. Allen accompanied his son to

Fresh Corn Or. fh© Cob
—or Dry Kernels?
Fresh tobacco in the Sickle Plug or dried up particles
of sliced or granulated tobacco? Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it
it with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flain

by covering
strength of tobacco escapeewhen cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out

vor and

that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. Try this experiment and
judge for yourself.
so

—

or

ambition.

boys,

trail of a best bet. For you never will get
honest gnd true tobacco satisfaction till you
get chummy with Prince Albert—the national
joy smoke!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO„ Winston-Salem, N. C.

ever

my wheel when a
weather mainyard

fired

man

big
a

Right off the bat you’ll get mighty happy If
you'll go to Prince Albert like you're on the

Puts the half-Nelson on all pipe and
cigarette grouches because it can’t bite
tongues and can’t parch throats. And
you prove our say-so ! P. A. is made by
a patented process that cuts out the bite
and the parch. This patented process is
controlled exclusively by us. Remember
that when you hear some of that “as
good as P. A.” stuff!

—

arm.

fed tin of P. A. that’ll prove in jig time
that you never did get such flavor and
fragrance, whether you hit a jimmy pipe
or roll up a delightful makin’s cigarette.

Line up in the row with other men;
then you’ll' sure enough wake up to
some pipe and cigarette makin’s facts!
It’s this way: Costa you • dime for a tidy

Harbor—possibly
M. L. Allen has purchased a new tourbuilt there, and commanded by Emery
Berry. She was a fine, new craft and ing car.
Capt. Berry was a good man, though
Cipt. W. S. Brown is at home for an
nervous and sharp of speech.
Gus Pat- indefinite
period.
a
terson was the mate
young, longO. J. Hysom, of West Sullivan, was in
fellow
and
a
worker!
legged, bright
tow n over Sunday.
Afternoon watch below? Never!

of Kidney and Blood
troubles, by restoring right action of
Stomach, Liver and Bowels, overcoming indigestion and cons pation
dangers (Auto-Intoxication); thus
Kidneys and Bladder are aided, the
blood purified. Unbroken record
of wonderful success.
Write Kennedy Co., Rondout, N. I., for free trial.
Large bottles, all drugg ts.

Tike mere/taat who does not advertise 1«
dull muon makes it more profitable for
tnoio who do adiwrtiee.

you

MOUNT DESERT.

At the age of seventeen I was before the
built in Stockton
mast in the Lorena,

cause

nomical.
G. A. Parcher has so much confidence in the power of Hyomei to relieve catarrh, that he will for a
limited time, sell this medicine under
bis personal guarantee to refund the
■honey if the purchaser can say that
■t did not benefit.

as

STg

as

iron and other hardware.

popular song made
v
the story: how a lady passenger
“Worked at the pumps.
Her precious life to save.”
was

about

get next and

—

o

aWjrrtUttmentB.

?Ujtrrttl*etntnt«.

EARLY SHIP BUILDING IN MAINE^

Go!. Frank D. Pullen, deputy collector
eince 1888, and one
of customs at Bangor
residents of that city,
Of the beat-known
ol heart
died suddenly Sunday evening
He was seventy-two years of
failure.

for

memory

awoke. I said: “Captain, were you before
the mast in the Lorena?” For answer, he
reached for my hand and said: “Ned, how

Fairfield.
Oct. 26.

Tango.
DEER ISLE.

Nearly all

the yachtsmen have arrived
home, after a prosperous season.
Maurice Greenlaw left this week for
Pownell, where he has employment for
the winter.
of

Dr. and Mrs. Watson came home from
Boston Friday.
A number of the scallop boats from here
have gone to Rockland for the season.

Several

more

will go later.

The ladies’ aid society was invited by
you? 1 have oeen all the morning
the Southwest Harbor society to spend
trying to think who you are!”
the day with them, Wednesday, Oct. 20.
Another fifteen years slipped quickly by
A large number accepted.
All report a
and, in Boston, I was introduced to Capt.
time. The meeting was held
Peabody, in black whiskers, which 1 had
Rev. O. J. Guptill, who has spent his delightful
never seen, as master of the ship Tam
in Odd Fellows banquet hall, one end of
vacation in Boston and vicinity, arrived
O’Shanter. Through his changed appearwhich was screened off, and with pretty
home Saturday.
ance, the name did not strike me, but in a
furniture, rugs, etc., changed to a pleasant
Mrs.
Lena
and
Miss
Flo
Spofford
Colby sitting-room.
few minutes he repeated to me the same
A delicious dinner was
left Monday for Portland, where they will
served after which a social afternoon was
question 1 had asked him a decade and a

are

half before. It is now time that Tom and
I should meet again.

Perfectly Natural.
“So you were a witness in a lawsuit?”
"Yea.”
•Did the opposing attorney bother
you much?”
He kept Interrupting
“Not at all.
me so much that it seemed I was at
home telling my story and ma was
correcting me as I went along.”—Detroit Free Press.
---r

spgnd

the winter.

the home of her daughter, Mrs. Charles
is much improved.

Powers,

Ernest Pickering and wife will spend
in New London, where Mr.

the winter

Pickering
on

has

employment

which he sailed this

on

the

yacht

summer.

Andrew Smith and wife and Mrs.
Estelle Joyce, of Swan’s Island, called on
friends here Saturday.
They were on
/

have

Oct. 23.

-—-fc.

There is no other apparatus
that will accomplish so much and
work at so small expense.
Pure warm air in constant circulation is what you want. A
Clarion will give it to you.

X. Y. Z.

BLUE HILL FALLS.
R. O. Chatto was in Rockland two days
last week, on business.

Send us a plan of your building
and ask for estimate.

Abbie Merrill, of South Hope, is visiting
relatives here.

Cbumbs.

f

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

Weston and family will leave their
summer
home here for their home in
Mrs.

Oct. 26.

|

ESTABLISHED 1UB

Edith Tucker and
Helen McIntyre
week-end guests of Dorothy Chatto.

were

Dayton, O., to-day.

simplified the heating propstandpoint.

osition from every

passed.

Roy Joyce, a student at Fenway art
school in Boston, is visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Joyce.
Mrs. Mary Rich, who has been quite ill
at
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Letter from an KHaworth Boy who la
Fighting with French Army.

tbu year many fine

Tbe district deputies in Hancock county
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Manager.
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a year, HAMoriii
months, 50 coats for three months; If paid
strict lv la advance. $1 50, 75 and 36 cents
respective] v. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reekoaed at the rate of t2 pet

appointed by Grand Master John
Banker, of the grand lodge, t O. O. F.,
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are
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the

Sidney Aah, of Gouldsboro,
high line in been raising, Isist spring be

one bean, and this fall he gathered
from that one, 210 beans. And this wasn't
much of s year for beans, either.

experiment was told in a
message repeating the words
received. The same spoken message
was heard by HodoIuId, 8,700 miles
from Paris. It is only a matter of
cess

of the

cable

time, say the

teer soldiers.

Ellsworth Festival Chores Will Give
Pleasing Program.

Arrangement*

encircle

the

And

globe.

knows but we may yet talk with
inhabitants of Mars?
In

an

in

1687

bad

not been

over

retire-

who
the

address before tbe Portland

who

welcome.

at
Hebron Has Been
Institution
Transferred to State.
Tbe present legislature of the State of
Maiue parsed an act entitled “An act to
provide for the care and treatment of
tubercular persons” by tbe terms of
to

was

appoint

employed

this year.

Tbe democratic candidate* for tbe
Ellsworth post mastership are all up
in the air again. After the democratic city committee, at tbe suggestion of Senator Johnson, bad ap-

pointed a date for a special
tership primary, Nov. 10,

post massomeone

“bucked up”.
There was an inter
view with Senator Johnson at Bangor
last week, in which most of the candidates participated.
The conference
behind closed doors, but there
was a pronounced
smell of_ smoke
about the room after the conference
had departed, indicating a pretty
was

session.

warm

As

a

result,

tbe

primary

has oeen postponed “until
later”, but it would not surprise many
if the appointment should come before the primary.

his annual
tion

as

It has

Thanksgiving day proclama-

follows:

long been the honored

of our
people to tarn in the fruitful autumn of the
in
and
to
praise
year
thanksgiving
Almighty
God for His many blessings snd« mercies to
ns as s nation.
The year that is now drawing
to a close since we last observed our day of
National thanksgiving has been, while a year
of discipline, because of the mighty forces of
war and of changes which have distar bed the
world, also a year of special blessing for as.
Another year of peace has been vouchsafed
us; another year in which not only to take
thought of our doty to ourselves snd to mahkind. bat also to adjast ourselves to the many
responsibilities thrust upon us by a war
which has involved almost the whole of
Europe. We have beeu able to assert our
rights and the rights of mankind without
breach of friendship with the great nations,
with whom we have been able also to perform
duties and exercise privileges of suocor and
helpfalness which should serve to demonstrate our desire to make the offices of friendship the means of truly disinterested and unselfish service.
Our ability to serve all who could avail
themselves of our service in the midst of
crises has been increased by a gracious providence. by more and more abundant crops;
our ample financial resources have enabled
us to steady the markets of the world and
facilitate necessary movement of commerce
which the war might otherwise have rendered impossible; and our people have come
more and More to a sober realization of the
part they have been called upon to play in
a time when all the world is shaken by unparalleled distresses and disaster.
The extraordinary circumstances of such s
time have done much to quicken our national
consciousness and deepen and confirm our
confidence in the principles of peace snd
freedom by which we have always sought to
be guided. Out of darkness snd perplexities
have came firmer councils of policy and
clearer perceptions of the essential welfare of
She nation.
We have prospered while other peoples
our prosperity has been
■were at war, but
vouchsafed os, we believe, only tbaf we
might the better perform th« functions which
war rendered it impossible for them to percustom

front

a

i

March.Meyerbeer

Twilight if

"„#

«

Jo« B

JIGGERS.

ONE-HORSE,

_

Son‘!

sidering

the
con1

fol-

of

Interesting Conference Held

our

trenches

goodly

numbers

session, which was held with the
Clifton church, Oct. 15-17.
sailed

to

or-

by the clerk, M. F. Chick, and prayer
was offered by Rev. D. B. Smith, of West
Franklin, the only resident minister in
the conference.
Leonard Williams, of
Clifton, was chosen moderator, and the
other minor offices were filled.
Rev. Clarence L. Wheaton, of Mt. Vernon, who Labored with the Clifton chrrch
der

breast

several years ago, and has ever since made
it an annual visit, assisted in making the

To the end that tbe purposes and hopes of Paris now, but 1 am all right now, and
tbe founders of said sanatorium may he tally will leave again for the front next MonV'
met, and in order that the financial aid given day.
to it by its friends and benefactors in the
There is much hardship in a soldier's
past shall continue to be used for the pur- life.
We have slept on the ground all
poses for which it was given, said State of winter with
very little straw, and what
Maine further agrees that the property thus I
little we did have was not much good to
purchased shall be used in its present loca- ;
tion as a sanatorium for the care and treat- I us. tor it soon got wet and mixed with
ment of tubercular persons: that only so- mud. Our little shelters in the trenches
called curable cases shall be admitted to it leaked
badly, and it rained all winter
for treatment; that its buildings and grounds long.
We lay down in the mud to sleep
shall be maintained and kept np from year very often, and sometimes the
ground was
to year in the same general condition as herefrozen, which was not luxurious at all.
tofore; that the service and treatment acOur program in the trenches was twelve
corded to patients shall be virtually of tbe
hours on guard at the end of the trench
same nigh standard of efficiency as in the
called the “poste avaneee”. After four
past, and that in all respects said institution
shall be continued by said Slate of Maine as hours for sleep, then two hours'sentinel
an institution of the first-class for the care
duty and four hours' sleep alternately unand treatment of tubercular persons.
This condition ba9 been accepted by tbe til tne time came again to go to the “posts
State, so ibat all wbo have contributed to avaneee”. JTnen we take turns going to
tbe sanatorium in tbe past may now rethe kitchen for the rations.
joice that this great institution is to conTwo men bring all tbe rations for tbe
tinue along tbe broad lines established by
its founders, and be in tbe future as it has whole squad to which they belong.
We
been heretofore, one of tbe first-class for have a kitcnen “roulante” drawn
by a big
the cars and treatment of sufferers from
horse. It is a boiler mounted on wheels
tuberculosis.
like a cannon. They make coffee in it,

meetings a succeaa. Friday evening be
stirring sermon on “Come now,

gave a
and let

maDy who had not attended

before

came

for this day.

The morning devotional
service was led by D. M. Grsy, of Hancock, and Rev. Mr. Wheaton delivered a
fine sermon.
The Sunday school girls
gave a pretty march aBd song.
At
close af this service, the Lord's

supper
administered to the largest company
ever present at one of these sessions.
Rev. Mr. Whitcomb again preached in

bave

the

soup,

a

little

slice of

meat, half

At 5
cup of wine.
o’clock in tbe afternoon we have the same
thing again. One day tbe soap wUl be
carrots and beef; tbe
potatoes,
next,
rice; tbe next, macaroni; tbe next,
beans; then the potatoes again.
On
the whole we have been well fed.
We
stopped tbe bum of conversation.
After a most informal program, consist- even have occasionally mutton, preserves
ing of brief vacation summaries and bow ; and cbeese, and chocolate menier. The
tbe numerous dollars were earned for tbe government recognizes that we mast eat
f we are to hold back the Germans.
club’s relief fund, delicious refreshments
We had in front of os the flower of tbe
were
served by
tbe members of tbe
the Prussians.
The Gerarmy
hospitality committee.
Gerjnan
Tbe next meeting will be beld at tbe mans are fine soldiers, but
they have a
Waldorf-Astoria Saturday, Nov. 30.
weak point—they are not so good for tbe
bayonet work as tbe French soldiers. Tbe
HALL QUARRY.
Germans will fight to the last man if they
A sou was born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles can hold their
opponents off a little disGrin die Oct. 22.
tance, but if tbe French can only get at
Oscar and Fred Seavey left this morning them with the
form.
bayonet, they are gone.
for Dallas, to visit their sister, Mrs.
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, PresiThe French soldier loves bayonet flghting,
Eunice Getchell.
dent of the United States of America, do
Mrs. Anna Harkins baa gone to spend but tbe Germans bate it.
hereby designate Thursday, the twenty-fifth of tbe winter with her
We have some fine officers in our regidaughters. Her
November next, as s day of Thanksgiving snd
McCormick
snd ment. Tbe French army is just like a big
grandsons, Edison
prayer, and invite the people throughout the Clarence Harkins, went with her.
They
family. The officers, from the highest
land to oease from their wonted occupations will visit Rockland, Bath, Concord, N.
H.,
and Hardwick, Vt., while away.
down, fraternise with their men, and are
in their several homes, and in places of worOct. 28.
very kind and sociable. And that is not
ship render thanks to Almighty God.
Briar.
loaf of bread and

in

afternoon,

to

an

overflowing

Whether it's

a

,

1

bouse.

—

|

Holden, Hancock,

Pauper
to

may

Jan 1. 1915,
Rilaworth. I forbid all person* fuetiofthM
my account, as there is plenty of roomui
m at the Oil)
accommodations to care for t
Farm house.
Abtscb I
Mwa*u._
Ding

on

CARD or THANKS
B wife and family of the .ate Alfred C
desire to express 'heir appMj
ghbw* W
gratitude to those
friends who by their sympathy *nd kiadl|
offices have endeavored to lig: *."u theiorrai
of their recent bereavement
Mas. AiriED (' O'Gvod.
Mas. AD DIE M. F-.i:n*aic*.
Gaoaua G. F’sedes’ck.
Bluehill. Oct. 25. 1915.

TH Osgood
elation and

CARD or THINK'
"IITE wish to express in tin wayoorift
ff
cere thanks to all our fnrod* u
neighbors who have helped ussotnoch.ii
in every way, by deeds and wor U w hile «
Mar it re.l8<
have been sick and iu trouble
■ fflioteato them four fold if they are «*.<
Law is K. H: tcHist
Nillii L. Bprcai*;

Boylston SL,

_

Gripe

Mariaville and Otis. A beautiful
spirit of
harmony and good will prevaited.
The Jane conference will be held with
the Mariaville church.

We have a pleasant laxative that will
do just what you want it to
do.

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollar reward for
any case of CaUrrh; that cannot be 'cored
by Hall’s CaUrrb Ciire.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, bate known F. J
Cheney for the Inst 15 years, and believe hmi
perfectly honorable in nil business transactions and flannel ally able to carry out anv
obligations mads by bis firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo. O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure U taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of tbs system.
Testimonials seat
free. Price 7* cents per bottle. Sold by all

bell thousands of them
Jfe
have never seen better

DruggisU.

Tags Hall’s

Family

Fills for

constipation.

CARD OF rrtA.Nhv
n»
lo

WISH

to neighbors sod
I thanks publicly
acta of kindness
illne*v

fnencs

during

and we
a
remedy for the
Sold only by us, 10 cents.

»INJ
mt

for

ana

the

*•«

aixst*

V*

the death of my wife.
Pushy
Ellsworth. Oct. ??, 1915.

Etgal Courts.

Ellsworth

FREE. *Wr«esFrederickDugdale,H.B.,
$•
Rheumatic
37*

bowels.

Notice.

:> of Eli*
those ek
an 1 okr» .'
during f.v. year* begi*
and are leg.*; resident! cl

VI5G contracted with th~

worth
HAneed
support
aasisUnce

RHEUMATISM

Do Not

ve^ra in

>

THE

stag's?

I

:err»t*

*p*c■ ^
f :?iy pr(M
the orac:
• ion in New York city. 1 have n « '-torarfii
Rilaworth to Jive, and have entered ;cto»w
with the Hon. J
A Petal
partnership
under the firm name of Peters \
.'*t>tree I
shall be glad lo welcome ail
! -rat*c.i«l
and otbera. respecting any matters in whsd
they may desire legai eoneae
a*«rtn.
Hamkv I.
Ellsworth. Oct. JO. 1915

nearly three

J. P. ELD RIDGE,

Specialist,
Bostoa, Mas*., l>ept. ^

*

jsoTicr

range or a fui

Main Street.

posiu3
Maacitd

onn.

my former clients and «.;»
r|",0
wish to announce that
A

"Clarion”, it it
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Ktabop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

j

Franklin, Eaatbrook,

<

Sptt/al Statin*.

nace—if ttiii

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

j

ter,

CLARION.

A pretty feature of this service was the
singing of three little girls, Carolyn, :
Gladys and Grace Grant.
A# Ktafc •< LusSrjWsft
NAPHTHA CLEANINS
Sunday evening Rev. Mr. Smith spoke
Goods called for and delivered
again, making an earnest appeal to the
Special attention to parrel post work
young men.
These hreetinga were well attended
ESTEY * CO., Proprietors
throughout, not only by the towns- SUte Street.
EIi..orth, Me
people, but by representatives of Bangor,
lied bam,
Ueblois,
Eddington, Eaat

a

CEldn'.iS.
AI^OULD you like a per
V f
with good pov **
If so. write us. C# ii Bcaa &

__

5 w»nt every person suffering with
Acute, Chronic, Articular, Inflammatory
or
Muscular Rheumatism. Neuralgia.
Neuritis. Lumbago, Sciatica, Rheumatoid
Aithritls or Gout, no matter how long or
•«**«<■* your case Is, to write for a
copy of
my 200-p*ge book on Rheumatism, which

was

a

the hall

tnbMribcr hereby

eiv*»

he haa been duly appointed ah
tor of the estate of
PETER STARKEY, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county of Hancock.
^
a*i f*
given bonds as the law direc:?- .or
sons
demands
against
haring
tale
of
aaid deceased are
resent the same for settlement, ana
ebteo thereto are requested to ni*‘e

***^1

CAN BE CURED

the

it out and make soup and cook
it.
Our breakfast is only a cup of coffee at
about 6 o’clock. At 10 or 11 o’clock we
meat in

limitations of

us reason

■

then clean

Housekeeper

THE——

together”.
Saturday morning Deacon A. P. Bunker,
of East brook, led the devotional
service,
and Rev. D. B. Smith preached an interesting sermon on the “Home life of the
Christian”.
Saturday afternoon W. H. Gordon, of
East Franklin, gave a bible talk, and at:
tfie close one person was received into
membership of the Clifton chnrcb, Rev.
8. C. Whitcomb, of Bangor,
giving the
hand of fellowship.
Rev.
Mr. Whitcomb,
State
agent'
preached in the evening a fine sermon,
followed by a warm testimony meeting.
Sunday was another beautiful day, and

|

Maine Women’s Club of New York.
The Maine women's club, of New York,
beld its first meeting of tbe year on Saturday, Oct. 15, at tbe home of its new president, Mrs. J. S. Ferguson, at 330 West
28tb street, New York city.
Tbe parlors
were prettily decorated with festoons of
ground pine and autumn leaves.
Tbe members gathered at an early hour,
and tbe rooms were soon well filled.
It
was
tbe
only
president's gavel that

with the

for the

from

Midd
sg*d *
wishes position
a'«-eper !i
small fomitv.
Address \ls- I M *r%ocl
R- F. D.. Bos
Bairif*
Hr:,£?*. Mttj
Isch.emk F»*rT**iiiLL, Ellsworth.

tion of the blood and builds up the
whole system. It drives out rheumatism because it cleanses the blood.
It has been successfully used for
forty years in many thousands of
eases the world over.
There is no better remedy for shin
and blood diseases, for loss of appetite, rheumatism, stomach and kidney troubles, general debility and all
ills arising from impure, impoverished, devitalized blood.
It is unnecessary to suffer. Start
treatment at once. Get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla from your nearYou will be pleased
est druggist.
with the results.

Clifton Church.
Members of the Ellsworth Free Baptist

deep, and we
had to stay in the water all day.j iqorwng
it out with buckets. That is why 1 am in

one

lows:

lungs

position EHantfb.

organ-

The genuine old reliable Flood’*
Sarsaparilla corrects the acid condi-

FHKK BAPTISTS.

bronchitis and congestion of
a summer rain which filled

taken with

on

RHEUMATISM GOES
IF HOOJTS IS USED

The Gloria. ..Burxi Peccia
Festival Chorus

was

the

r. C. B('SKILL.

house
Liberty St. Is#
HOl'iE—7-room
qdlre of J. H. B*k»xahan. Ei -worth.

in-

Ttaio-tiafrifuL..

Song.Bullard
Delphian Quartet

opening meeting

to

ladies’ aid build-

tbe ladies of that

AH

For*,

on south » de of
Mot*
nearly'opposite Hancock boll. Apply

street,

afteran

tenement
ond stable.

conveniences

erly Dr. Greely house

have formed two teams.

Festival Chorus

The

modern

they have to play the teams, are
playing a fast^gsaie. The girls are
also much interested in this sport, and

Mother O' Mine.Tours
Miss Giles

conference assembled in

in tbe

Tenement.

close, desirable

which

Love is Like a Firefly.Frimi
When a Maid Comes Knocking.
Winter

PRANK W. WHITMORE

supper

on

Desirable

Tbe boys of Cranberry Isles are showing
great interest in basketball, and con-

Festival Chorus

of

Col*.

ization.

Toboggan Slide. Miss Crozford
English Songs, a At Dawning.Cad man
b Por You.Moutague

j

Wednesday
pleasantly surprised by

ing, prepared by

Biff Perkins'

of this entire

as

noon were

Delphian Quartet
When the Heart is Young.Back

property to the State.
veying the property to the State is

h
ili*"**

BHmSrnrlh.

the

vitation to

Festival Chorus
Lovelight.Lrwis-Rubenstein

c

at

Those who labored

Delphian Quartet
Spring Voices..Strauss

flG.000. and endowment funds of
about f&O.UGO, making a total of about trenches at
very short range with their
1300.000. In addition to tbe above, tbe in- 77
cannon
one
Ann
in arm rig
about
come cf the Chamberlin endowment fund
10 o'clock, and a lot of shrapnel landed
of flMO.OOG. also may pass to the State, but close to me. One bill
lodged in my left
inis will t>e determined later.
foot.
In payment for the above, the State has
This put me in the hospital for two
assumed all current outstanding bills of
months, and when I got back to the regitbe institution, amounting to about £12,- ment again 1 foundmany old comrades
000, and bae paid to its trustees tbe sum of missing and new recruits in their places.
115.000, which will be used by tbe trustees The Germans put mines under our trench
only for tbe purpose of meeting sundry while 1 was in the hospital, aoc^ several of
legal and moral obligations of toe sana- my comrades were buried alive.
torium, and tbe balance, if any, will be
We suffered
much from exposure all
returned to tbe State. The transaction is,
winter, but 1 stood it ail right, only to be

gift

*ni,vPi,K'; hr

Paneonrn. Foacroft. Main;.

again made merry
Cranberry Isles NeighborThe work
hood house on Wednesday.
this week was on the interior. The wood
Tbe wall
work is being painted white.
pipers will be simple and of appropriate
design. If the present rate of progress is
continued, tbe building will be ready for
general use by the middle of November.
music

Miss Giles
Yachting Glee. .Culbertson

about

virtual

THE

hammers

clatter of

(Carmen).Biiet

The property thus acquired by the State
of real estate and equipment
which have cost about f210.000 cash and

a

people

Festival Chorus
Honey Town.. Widener-Robinson
Delphian Male Quartet
Monologue, “Her First Recital.”
Miss Crozford
Aria. **Je Dis Que Rein Ne Me Sou pant*"

consists

amount

Wm. Ok# or John M#md#r
called, oo the east aid#
Ellawoitb. Maine, conalatinj of
aVj-ji
acrea of land and food
dwn'iin.
onlbnildinfa. For particular.
FnnD L. M.aota.
Ma
’or

county are planning to derive direct
benefit from the school vacation afforded
by the teachers’ convention in Bangor.
Thursday the Boy Scout* of Bernard will

long time.
Following is tbe order ot selections:

Nichols, aided by tbe trustees of tbe in-

the

•

cock

a

Coronation

stitution.

in

:

tm Salt

COUNTY Y. M. C. A.
■—

ne-

...

11111111H

Will
Improve ThU Wwk’i
School Vacation.
Some of tbe Y. M. C. A. boy* of Han-

Bangor.

preseuted

in

many years of intelligent, constant and
arduous labor on tbe part of Dr. Estes

receivable

*

AT

country, and at the present time can* cafe
for about eighty-five
patients. It has
reached its present state of efficiency after

accounts

in

■

Boy*

one,

This sanatorium is recognized as one of
most complete and efficient in tbe

One of tbe conditions of the deed

Annual Proclamation Issued by
President Wilson.
President Wilson last Thursday issued

We left Paris for the

the

therefore,
THANKSGIVING.

presented

t..

BOAT—Flat

Rotary clnb, of Portland, recently. board of five persons who should acquire
Paul D. Sargent, chief engineer of tbe by purchase, lease or otherwise, sanatoria
State highway commission, said that in sucb locations as in their judgment
for their purposes, and
beginning next year, it waa planned were best adapted
the sum of |75,000 was appropriated for
to pat all State highways, both imtbe use of the trustees by said act.
proved and unimproved, under tbe
The members and trustees of the Maine
a
force
of
about
500
patrol system,
State Sanatorium association, believing
patrolmen covering every section of that by this act the State of Maine is fiMaine, being constantly on the high- nally and fully committed to the proper
ways from April until late in tbe fall, care and treatment of sufferers from
and maintaining them in tbe beet tuberculosis, have transferred to tbe State
possible condition. At tbe present the sanatorium at Hebron, together with
time the plan has been to keep pa- all of its equipment and invested funds.
trolmen only on the sections built, a
force of twenty-five only having been

were

•

Automobile t«ii-itithT»nTs!~^'l'
F.r.dJ?.^

STATE SANATORIUM.

which the governor

111111 r 11 m i

the post-festival concert to be given by
tbe Ellsworth festival chorus in Hancock
ball next Tuesday evening.
To many
people who did not hare the privilege of
attending the great festival in Bangor,
this will come as a bit of good news, for
tbe selections to be given by tbe chorus
are among tbe most popular of those that

W MAIN STREET,
Bar harbor, Maine

Cl
FMFNT
V/LCiTICni,

I
J.

O.

DESIRED

£d*wlck*i,‘,,d

landings bad not forgotten
veteran,
everywhere received a

intermediate

warm

{

IF

nORSER.

it anti!

pressed into temporary service on the
Morse. Older residents cf Bar Harbor and
tbe

being completed

C

::

for

NONE BETTEH
M\I)K
^

TERMS

Billiard

telephone engineers,

when the human voice can be made
to

ment

GOODS ALWAYB HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYMENT

The program that is offered is a varied
ranging from the “Firefly" songs, in
jjrankaklr and
climb Western mountain in company with
Jlffera. both lleht and b#,v7'■ i!?*
in November, and marched all the way j lighter vein, to the vigorous maestoso of
*
the county secretary. The Scout work la • IKO. Several #ln«:e team ham#..
the
and
tbe
Coronation
march,
had
a
rest
in
a
stalely
horse.
Baa
and
then
week's
H.aaoa Tata.ru .v,
there,
will bor. Ms. Telephone Mt.
new to this group, so this occasion
8lr1 measures
a
of
the
Gloria.
Something
trenches.
before
into
the
small town
going
afford tbe first opportunity for practice in
and pool tabi#«
-.
We were only sixty yards from the Ger- little different will be heard this year in
ttoa. Telephone either
out-door scoutcraft. The Junior Y. M. C.
'"-t'm * ,”?1'
the
Aria
Ellsfrom
dung
Carmen,
by
can
in the ’.reaches, and
mans
you
information. Faana R. Moo.,,
a
A. boys of Southwest Harbor will take
imagine it was a warm place. It was worth’* favorite soloist. Miss Bertha Giles.
barneaaea, wa«r.ra atuTTiTTr
mountain on Friday.
hike to Burnt
Apply to Faso H. McFanuan .**1
nothing uousuai to lorn three men and In addition to Miss Giles, tbe cborus will
™-ll.
D Cnrrter So. a. Ell,worth
Lunches will be carried, and the entire
be
assisted
and
Miss
Jeanette
Croxfcrd
by
have five or six wounded in a day’s time
TjhiciS -White Chester plea, tUo li"^c
day spent in tbe open.
the Delphian male quartet.
just in our company alone.
p
•*
B
F,,*«
Tbe older boys of the Y. M. C. A. group \
Miss Croxford will be remembered as tbe
I was very fortunate.
Hardly a day
reader in the concert of last yetr. snd ber at Bernard are getting ready to present
passed that 1 did not have several very
a one-act comedy
lo*t
performance on that occasion made a de- ••A Thief In the House”,
dose calls, and I was there almost three
for male characters only. The two leadmonths before the Germans put any hard- cided “hit” with tbe audience. Those
Benson
be
carried
will
roles
by
Ralph
who beard ber then are anticipating ber ing
ware in'roe.
They were bombarding oar
rated from Mnnaet to
second appearance with pleasure. Tbe and Herbert Worcester. The other parts ’>* Lomoioe and Marlboro Hanrork p»i„
p
Pearl nddronn F-taenv Panina. Man.#Delphian quartet, ot Bangor —C. D. Mc- will be taken hy Myron Albee,
bottom; patnt-d ibis7"*;
Ready, first tenor; F. H. Clifford, second Dow, Charles W. Cl os son and Georg*
aprnce oara. not mat#.
Closson. The first rehearsal will be held
Urn i*. u
tenor; C. K. Clark, first baas, and K. W.
betareen Hwan'kfaland and Baa,
H.-J}
006
Cayting, second bass—is an organization cn Thursday evening, following the reg- Kinder address Orn Cowaky, .Horry, Me
cornea
which
8trand or Bi)ou Theatre» or~on~5IS
that is winning golden opinions. With ular Y. M. C. A. meeting,
•treet.
Finder
pi**,*
Miss Erva Giles at tbe piano it is sate to Thursday evening instead of Friday this Moored
Drug store ond receive rtword
week.
say that no better musical program has
The swish of paint brushes and tbe
been
to tbe
of Ellsworth

—

twenty-two years, bnt since his

Always Reliable, Always I'p-to-date. Always Alive to Custom..,.
" *»terrata. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

;

a

Steamboat men along tbe route from
reached
has
The human voice
Rockland to Bar Harbor have been exLast Thursday
across the Atlantic.
[ tending tbe gled hand to Oapt. William
night words spoken at Arlington, Va_, ! Sawtelle. who for e few weeks is icling as
were heard
by an operator at the commander of tbe steamer James T.
Eiffel tower station in Paris. There Morse. Oapt. Sawtelle had this route

interchange of messages, as
the Paris station was equipped merely
to receive the message, and the suc-

;

FESTIVAL CONCERT.

are

*'

ISSS

Isanrttkf k Ik toMk to> has i Into aw ..,,
Sheet Manic and Music Books.
Motocycles, Bicycles a.
Machine*, Victor and Eduon Tslkin* Machines, Tynewrii 1115
,,*r*>
Vecuum Cleaners. Post Chrd* of local views.

F. Wimou.

The Bar Harbor high school has received army.
Wf^i. I suppose you want to know
gift from Mrs. Samuel W. Bridgham, of
something abotr. life in the beat army in
New York and Bar Harbor, in; tbe ebape
the world, and I will tell you briefly what
of a trust fund of f!0,000. tbe income from
This week’s edition of Tte
has been going on with me. 1 enlisted
which is to be paid annually and in equal
last September, and eras two month* in
American is 2.400 copies.
shares to not exceeding four male gradi uates of the Bar Harbor high school who the “claaae”learning the miliary drills.
2,500 are pursuing or intending to pursue a During this time are »e-e quartered
Average per week for 1914,
at a -coseme”, or. in English, a barracks,
| course of study in any State of Maine col- here in Paris.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1915. lege, to assist them in tbeir college course.
Our regiment is all composed of volun-

was no

ESTABLISHED

I hare met several Americana in

POST

I 111 | | | in,
, ,

Oksri saB tori k f triers Sake.

Sincerely yours.

Dear Friemd Harry:
I suppose you will wonder who it is
that i# writing you from France. Well, it
is your old friend
Whitmore, who has
now been exactly a year in the French

~

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

army.

Paris, France, Sept. 24,1915.

claims to be

planted

▼ear.

advertiser g Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known oa application.

Fit nee.

it from s photograph taken recently la
Prance, and eoeioM ia ike letter J

Charles C. Backlin. of Swan’s Island, and
Everett Pierce, ot Bucksport.

ia that

over nt

T...T T

T I T

they are more nomerons.
have more artillery, and apparently more
Ambwic**. Frank
cl Ei'teortk Is
ammunition, tar they nee ten time# more
fighting with the Preach army in France. then oar
artillery doe*. Then they use
The followit.g letter was written Harry
gas bombs, which ot coarse it too barJones port, who kindly
B S sa wood, of
for
it
to
las
A
name*.*
sends
pablication. barons a mode ot warfare to be adopted by
The cot of Mr Whitmore in kits uniform*

AT

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO

—

pumpkin*
1
raised. Twenty-two of these pumpkin*
[As before reported in Thk
E. * hitnorf. formeriy
aggregated 986 pound*.

Sorry,

were

—

aoomtscmnus.

all
they (hare every danger, and in the
attacks they lead the way.
The (Jarman* have many advantages

IN THK TRKNCHE8.

OOCICTi GOSSIF.

(fUsroortl) American

dejtf**

|
j

j

S

■

meat

immediately.

October 25.

Alfbed

„>cr
STAB«T'

a.

1915._

._._

In the District Court of the United .*jut*sfor
the Hancock District of Maine.
i
1 r„ sjnkruptt*1
In the matter of
j
Alvin Geindlb,
Vo. UM*-

Bankrupt,

»

0riJu,!c0cfc

creditors of Alvin
^
in
the county of
and district aforesaid, bankruptis hereby given that o»
I day of October,a. d. 1915. the ** kr0pt;
Grindle was duly adjudicated
and that the ffrat meeting of nt*
ortj
*
office.
mv
will
be
held
at
k jj
Maine, November 8. 191-5, at 1
creditthe afternoon, at which time the
ora may attend, prove their claim*,
trustee, examine the bankrupt a° on,e t*
such other business as may
fore aaid meeting. William E "J* kj.uptc«
Referee in H®uKruF
Ellsworth. Me.. Oct. 26.
To

the

Ellsworth,

%
*Ljjl0rt

j >TOTICE
j
j

•*.noointl

proP*Uj^.<6,

1915.__

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
lOtWORTH,

MAIN*

•MrehnmMi “nd
and eopl.a fUrnl«bed
MUM. and at MAM****

on

*

oFPieo

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOC*,
•TATS •T»«*T-

j

|3f and In

8. J. COURT.

HANCOCK

the other at
$275. Motion for
has been filed In each eaae.

new trial

BBIDORS VS. PATTERSON.

Octeber Term, 1915.

The

of Stephen D. Bridge* v*.
E. Patterson waa tTied
Thursday.
This was an action to recover a balance
claimed due on a shipment of| alewives.
Fellow* A Fellows
appeared for plaintiff,
W. C. Conary for defendant.
The Jury
returned a verdict of $52.05 for
plaintiff.
Motion for new trial has been filed.
case

George

THE COURT.

Presiding Justice
worth-

Arno

—

W.

Kino, Ells-

P. Mahoney*. Ellsworth.

Clerk—T.

Attorney;— Frrd L. Mason, Ells-

County

worth.
Sheriff— Forkrrt O. Silsby, Ellsworth.
Orier-EHNUT I* Oeoooo, Bluehiil.

BRAT

N. L. Grindbll, South Penobscot. Stinson Hoofer, Swan's Island; Paul
lele.
Deer
W. Scott.

Deputies

—

Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland
Messenger—Phw.if D. Mason, Ellsworth.
GRAND JURY.

forimon.Sullivan
Frank L. Trundy, efsrfc.Sorrento
Frank W. Bowden.Caatine
C. Baker,

Benjamin

VS.

PAOB.

An action on account, J. M.
Bray * Son
vs.
Joshua Page, to recover store bill
alleged to be unpaid. Defendant claimed
to have paid the
bill, amounting to, isomething like $50, but had received no receipt.
A* a further
defence, it was olaimed that
the bill was outlawed.
The Jury found
for defendant.
W. C. Conary appeared
for plaintiffs, Fellows A Fellows for defendant.
BRANN

Eden
Orient E. Brewer.
Ashman B. Cloogb.Bluehiil
Frank L. Colby.Hancock
James S. Condon.Brooksville
Hoses B. Eaton.Deer Isle
Frank W. Fogg.Bucksport
Charles H. Harding.Tremont
Vernon S. Haslem...Waltham

In the

VS.

FKRN'ALD.

of Anna F. Brann,
complainRalph A. Fernald, the Jury returned a verdict of
OF.
Giles
guilty.
for complainant; F. L. Mason for re-

ant,

the

Kuftene R. Leland. Eden

case

VS.

PALVET.

9024

A trespass case, John B. Finn, of Bangor, vs. E. N. Osgood, of Surry, was
opened Friday afternoon, and went to the
jury Saturday morning. The plaintiff

FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.

Everett W. Harriraan, foreman..Orland
Henry J. Bragdon.Eden

trespass in cutting trees on land
defendant. The defense admitted the cutting of some trees, and that
it was on plaintiff's land, but claimed
Norris L. Heath.Penobscot that it was done
by consent of the owner,
Harlan Hodgkins.Laraoine in
fact, by his direction, for the improveA.
Mar.In.Hancock
George
ment of the farm. D. E. Hurley appeared
Charles W. Pert.Sedgwick
for plaintiff and G. B. Stuart for defendThomas 8. Powers.Deer Isle !
Frank W. Rosa.Long Island PI. ; ant. The jury returned a verdict for defendant.
!
There were six naturalizations during
! the term, the newly-admitted citizens being George Chilles and Benjamin ChUtick,
!
Mt. Desert; Myer Freedman and Frank
(Jrquhart, Eden; John Robert Zenas
Campbell, Sullivan; Alexander White,
Green l^ake.
DIVORCES DECREED.

The following
duriug the term:

minor children decreed to

Court finally adjourned for the terra toIl has been tbe busiest terra for
several years.
The traverse jurors were

out

on

days they

nine

day both
at

cases

the

nine days tbe jurors

tbe

verdicts,

were

were

time.

same

two

j
!

ALBERT V8. PARKER.
w u puses

uruugui

uy

of Bangor, against Harold Parker, of Orland, growing out of an automobile accident at Bucksport last Memorial day,

five-year-old son
run over
by an

of the

the defendant,
Thursday. One of the actions

were

tiff

the
was

driven
iu the

by

uame

of the child to

both

sides

automobile
tried
was brought

Worth Barnard; desertion.
Clara Gilbert, libellant, from Harvey
Gilbert; cruel and abusive treatment.
Gertrude H, Holden, libellant, from
Frank P Holden; desertion.
Thomas H Macomber, libellant, from
Beatrice L Macomber; cruel and abusive

desertion.

Spencer;

dam-

to

was

Ober, libellant, from LeOber; adultery.
Alice May Hutchinson, libellant, from
Earl Roscoe Hutchinson; desertion.
Charles E Berdeen,
libellant, from
Simeon Blith

nora

Belle

Berdeeu; desertion.
Hosmer McKoon, libellant, from Grace
McKoon; desertion.
William H
Pervear, libellant, from

Bertha A
C

the

effect that the automobile was goinjf very
slowly. Thomas Bridges, the principal | Rosaline H Pervear; cruel and abusive
witness for the defence, was driving a j treatment.
team and coming out of the Robinson !
THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.

driveway,

house

going

parallel

j

with

tried during the
and in the same direction as the autornoterm waB State vs. L'baldo Albanesi, inbile. He testified that he saw' the child j dicted (or assault with intent to commit
cross in front of his horse and in front of
rape on a live-year-oldi child. The evithe automobile. The mud-guardl struck
dence was purely circumstantial, and the
the child and knocked him dow'n in trout
child was too young to testify intelliof the forward wheels.
The car did not
gently. County Attorney Mason constop then, but went forward slowly and ducted the prosecution, and D. E. Hurley
over the child.
Bridges reached the child ;
The
lor the

just

as

the

rear

wheel

parsed

over

The only critniual

case

respondent.
returned a verdict ol not guilty.
D.
The indictments against

appeared

it.
1

The defendant testified that he did not
see the child in front of the car, and the
first he knew of the accident was from
the shouts of bystanders.
The defence

j

in that a
was contributory negligence,
child of five years should not have been
allowed on the street without a proper

jury

Leroy
Hutchinson and William Hutchinson,
charged with breaking, entering and
larceny at the store ol Gray Bros., at

Biooksville, were nol prosBed,
New warrants were at
delect.
once issued on complaint ol County Atcustodian.
torney Mason, and the Hutchinsons were
Fellow's & Fellows appeared for plaintiff arrested as
they left the jail. They were
and Deasy & Lynarn for defendant. The
given a heariug in the Ellsworth municiin
for
returned
a
verdict
j
jury
plaintiff
pal court, and bound over to the April |
esch case, fixing damages in one case at
grand jury, being committed to the
county jail in default of bail.
Following is the full criminal docket,
with record ol disposal of cases:
South

owing

to

ENTBEBD OCTOBER TERM,

—

1911.

%

MOTHER TELLS HOW VINOL
Made Her Delicate Boy Strong
New York City.-“My little boy wae
in a very weak, delicate condition aa a
result or gastritis and the measles ana
there seemed no hope of saving his life.
The doctor prescribed cod liver oil but
he could not take it. I decided to try
Vinol and with splendid results. It
seemed to agree with him so that now he
b a strong healthy boy. "—Mrs. Thomas
Fitzgerald, 1090 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
We guarantee Vinol, our delicious
cod liver and iron tonic, for run-down
conditions, chronic coughs, colas ana
bronchitis.
Geo. A. Psrcher, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me

2066

1927 State va Michael McCauley, common
nuisance. April, 1912
Principal and
sureties defaulted. Continued.
—

BNTBRBD APRIL TERM,

1912.

My Indictment.

j

1938 State vs Thomas Landers, common seller. Oct. 1912—Principal and sureties
defaulted. Continued.
1989 State vs Michael McCauley, common
seller. Oct. 1912—Principal and sureties defaulted. Continued.
■NTBRBD APRIL TERM,

1918.

By Indictment.
1982 State vs George Lambert, arson. April
1918—Pleaded not guilty. Law court
indictment for
on motion to quash

TERM, 1915.

vs

State vs George
Continued.

2074

2076

Lemons, doz

1915.

40 365
45360

Veal, tb.
Lamb, tb..
Salt pork, tb.

25 340
15^30
15 328
14

Lard,

14

lb.

MARINE

State prison.
State vs William E Peach, violation of
automobile law.
Judgment of lower
court affirmed. Fine and costs $25.72,
State

315

LIST.

£9 4 SZZZ Kllswortti Pori.
|Sld Oct 25, sch Lulu W Eppes, Boston, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co

1

Hancock

Conuty Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid Oct 20, sch Mabel E
Goss, Boston
Sid Oct 21, sch Manie Saunders, Providence
Ar Oct 25, sch M B Wellington, Boston
Southwest Harbor—Sid Oct 18, schs William
L Elkins bound west; Lizzie J Clark, bound

vs

State vs Arthur Graves and Johu L
Graves, fraudulent conveyance. Capias
issued.
State vs Waynard Wentworth, adultery.
Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, one year in
State prison.
State vs Mary
Pinkham, adultery.
Pleaded guilty. Sentence, one year in

Temptation—a village girl in
conspiracy

west

Sid Oct 22, schs Lewis R French. Penobscot
for Bar Harbor; Sallie E Ludlam for New
Brunswick; stm Mohawk, coastwise; tug
Majestic with barges
Sid Oct 24, sch Manie Saunders, Sullivan
for western port

the county jail.
State vs Ferranti Antonio, assault and
Plea of
Pleaded not guilty.
noi guilty retracted. Pleaded guilty.
six
months
in
couuty jail.
Sentence,
State vs Uhaldo Albanesi. assault with
Pleaded not
intent to commit rape.

BOWDEN—At Bucksport, Oct 16, to Mr and
MrsJHuberl Bowden, a daughter.
DAMON—At Stonington, Oct 18, to Mr and
MrsjPrank'A Damon, a daughter.
EMERY—At Bar Harb<?r, Oct 25, to Mr aud

ilMrs HjKussell Emery,

a son.

MARTIN—At Hancock, Oct 20, to Mr and Mrs
Alfred Martin, a daughter.
ORCUTT—At Brooksville, Oct 10, to Mr and
Mrs Charles W'Orcutt, a sou.
[Earle Bab-

TUESDAY—The

Verdict
Santini

I

j

not

Indictment filed.
2089 State vs Thomas Kimball, single sale.
Continued for senPleaded guilty.
tence.
2090 State vs Thomas Kimball, single sale.
Indictment filed.
2091 State vs Thomas
Kimball, common
seller. Indictment filed.
2092 State vs Thomas Kimball, tippling shop.
Indictment filed.
2093 State vs Charles Cirone, common seller.
Capias issued.
2094 State vs Charles Cirone, unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor. Capias
issued.
2095 State vs Charles Cirone, single sale.
Capias issued.
sale.
2096 State vs Mary M Joy, single
Capias issued.
M
2097 State vs Mary
Joy, single sale.
Capias issued.
2098 State
vs
Mary M Joy, single sale.
Capias issued.
2099 State vs Mary M Joy, single sale.
Capias issued.
2100 State vs William Murphy, unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor. Capias
issued.
2101 State vs William Murphy, unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor. Capias
issued.
2102 8tate v» William Mtlrphy, tippling shop.
Capias issued.

\

powerful

drama in which

5c and 10c

Butter Paper Printed at
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter-paper ink to comply

cheapt r paper on
and
paper
printing:

with new law.

There is

PRICE, including
500 sheets

“

DON’T Cheapen Your Buttfer By Use of “SLOPPY” Rubber

BEAVER BOARD
Walla &

!

Ceiling

for home, office
for

j

new

work

eling. Quickly

store,
remod*
put up

,

without muss. Comfort*
able, artistic and crack*

]

proof. ASK US,

F. R.

1
9

Work and

—

i>ih:i>.

!

|

ALLEY— At El Is wbrth, Oct 23. Ellen D, wife
of Perry W Alley, aged 64 years, 7 months.
At Frauklin. Oct 22, David Willis
BONSEY
Bonsey, formerly of Ellsworth Falls, aged
81 years.
At Castine, Oct 26, Mrs Nancy
BOWDEN
Bowden, aged 84 years.
DOREN— At Bangor hospital, Oct 20, William
E- Doreu, of Bluehill, aged 7 years, 11
months.
DYER—At Gouldsboro, Oct 22, Mrs Alvah

Dyer.
JOHNSON—At Tremont, Oct 15, Mrs Mary H
Johnson, aged 63 years, 11 mouths, 1 day.
TITUS—At Bucksport Center, Oct 26, Jane J,
wife of Jacob A Titus, aged 68 years, 8
mouths. 15 days.
YOUNG-At Ellsworth Falls. Oct 21, Henry L,
infant son of Mr aud Mrs Albert Young,
aged 4 mouths, 10 days.

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK: HONEST

Moore,

ELLSWORTH
MAINB

1

Hot Water Heating, Furnacf

or

or

Stamp

I PLUMBING,
PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or*mail orders

—

tfV

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

«

National Grange Tour
to California
including Colorado, Salt Lake City, both
Expositions, National Grange Convention,
Grand Canyon of Arizona, etc. A special
train of Pullman sleeping cars, observation
dining and baggage cars will leave BosFor detailed itinerton on Nov. 2, 1915.
ary and other information address:

Mr. C. A. Stetson, Master,
Greene, Maine, or the
Walter H. Woods Co.,
T:t'wr* 282 Washington St., Boston

Waldo

Farms

County

residences, cottages, bungalows, 'urge and small places, in prices

summer

You Can

I

«'

5*222**: “’KB?1

before*and

by us—25o

after each meal. Sold only
*
a box.
i

E. G. Moore.

Camden
Save

Woolens

money

suitings for

by buying dress material and

and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Write for samples
m^u, women

F. A. Packard Mgr., Retail
BOX 35, CAHDEN, MAINE

IRA

Dept.

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Dickey-Koowlton Real Estate Co.,
BELFAST. MAINE.

Enjoy Life

Eat whaj you want and not be troubled
with indigestion if you will take a

We have the best bargains in
to suit.
New England. Write us your want.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corraspondinci Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

“OLD STANDBY”

EATON-CONARY-At Ellsworth, Oct 20, by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Georgia I, Eaton to
Austin T Conary, both of Lamoine.
FLYE—GROSS—At Rockland, Oct 19, by Rev
J H Gray, Miss Jessie A Flye to Donald L
Gross, both of Stonington.
FOLLET—SINCLAIR—At Steuben, Oct 16, by
Rev Howard D French, Miss Myra M Follett,
of Steuben, to Bertrand H Sinclair, of
Franklin.
M ’DE VITT—CO A D Y—At Bar Harbor, Oct 14,
by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Sarah McDevitt
to James I Coady, both of Bar Harbor.
MACLEOD—CLEAVES-At Old Town, Oct 20,
by Rev Orrok Colloque, Miss Catherine
Gould MacLeod, of Old Town, to Carl Sburz
Cleaves, of Bar Harbor.
DE9JARDINES
At
(Coirected) M’COY
Hancock, Oct 18, by Bertrand E Clark, esq,
Mrs
Marion Stevens McCoy to William
Richard Desjardines, both of Hancock.
SMITH-BILLINGS-U Stonington, Oct 18,
by Rev H W Conley, Miss Mabel V Smith
to William J Billings, both of Stonington.

the market; none better

pound size, $1.50 ; half-pound size, $1.25
“
“
2.00
2.25;

“

1000

MAUK1KD.

guilty.
2087 State V3
Nayarino, assault.
not
Pleaded
guilty. Nol prossed.
2088 State vs Joseph Tedesdhi, breaking,
entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
guilty.

A

Sign of the Cross

son.j

battery.

2086

big

right triumphs.

BORN.

a

2085

The tale of a

city’s toils.

False Colors—featuring Lois Weber.

«

2084

the

SATURDAY

05
03
04

State vs John W Smith, intoxication.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Defaulted.
Judgment of lower court Flour, bbl.
$6.50 3 7.50
affirmed, with additional costs, $11.
8.00 38.50
fancy brands, bbl.
By Indictment.
or
cracked
1.50 31.60
Corn, bag,(wdole,
meal,
State vs Bartlett
Robbins,
larceny. I Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
1.70 31.75
Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, one year Oats bag bu.
60
in State prison.
L
vs
State
Hutchinson, larceny.
Jotyn
Pleaded guilty. Sentence, one |year in

sanity.

2083

02

25330

Tea, tb...
Molasses, gal...
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, lb.

Rome
Lampher, breaking,
entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, six months in county jail.
2078 State vs Harris Rich, breaking, entering and larceny. Pleaded
guilty.
Sentence, three months in county jail.
2079 State vs D Leroy Hutchinson, breaking,
entering and larceny. Pleaded not
guilty. Nol prossed; defective indictment.
2080 State vs William Hutchinson, breaking.
entering and larceny. Pleaded not
guilty. Nol prossed; defective indictment.
2081 State vs Stanley
Harrison, assault.
Pleaded guilty.
Plea of guilty rean
insane
Committed to
tracted.
asylum for observation as to his
2082

38 340

30 a60
Oranges, doz.
Apples, bbl.$2.0033.00
few
:a\
istaples.
6
Sugar, granulated, tt>*.
10
powdered.
6
yellow.
30 338
Coffee, tb—...

paid.
2077

Dorothy Farley.

FRIDAY

FRUIT.

By Appeal.
%
■2072 State vs Eugene Norton, illegal fishing.
Law court on agreed statement.
2073

The Unwritten Justice—in 3 parts, featuring
A story of the West with a flavor of comedy

retail prices in Ellsworth

Carrots,
Parsnips, lb.
Squash, lb.
Sweet potatoes, lb.

Sullivan, iornication.

ENTERED OCTOBER TERM,

THURSDAY

Admission,

80385
Freeh eggs, doz.
42 345
18e»20
Fowl, !b.
Chickens, lb.
22 928
Hay. loose, ton......
$15.00£$16.00
VEGETABLES.
25
Potatoes, pk.
03
Cabbage, tt»..*
04
Onions, lb.
03
Beets, lb.

sue.

2075

8 Sargent, libellant, from LilP Sargent; desertion.
Hervey L Bennett, libellant, from Charlotte L Bennett; desertion.
Bert Spencer, libellant, from Alice M

The accident occurred in front of the
liobinson bouse, when the Memorial day
parade was forming. There were groups
of children on the sidewalks.
Testimony
on

2065

G Barnard, libellant, from George

William

was
for injuries, and the other
brought by the father to recover for outlay for medical and surgical attendance.

witnesses

Anna

lian

ages

of

2058

Dora

treatment.

plain-

recover

from

treatment.

woes.

returned for

was

Lindsey, libellant,

May Lindsey; desertion.
Koseila M Clements, libellant, from
Cyrus P Clements; cruel and abusive

In the horse case, Greenlaw vs. Pickering, winch went to the jury last Wednes-

verdict

2057

Steele; desertion.

terra

The Court has filled in spare minutes
Yesterday was divorce
hearings.
day, when practically the entire day was

a

2056

Drama and Comedy

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

William Gardiner, assault and
bat'ery. Continued.
By Indictment.
State vs John Stinson, single sale.
Indictment filed.
State vs John Stinson, single sale.
Indictment filed.
State vs John Stinson, tippling shop.
Nol prossed by county attorrfey without consent of presiding justice, on
payment of $261.40 to cover this case
and No. 2059.
State vs Johu Stinson, common seller.
Nol prossed (see 2058).
State vs Byron O’Brien, failure to provide suitable maintenance.
Defendand bail forfeited. Scire facias to isState

are

Creamery butter, lb.
Dairy butter, lb..

By Appeal.

2059

Gray; desertion.
Sarah L Witharn, libellant, from George
!
G Witharn; desertion.
Gertrude Frances Kelley, libellant, from
j
Harry L Kelley; desertion.
;
Emily P Dolliver, libellant, from George
William Dolliver; adultery.
\
Lucy E Steele, libellant, from Coleman

with

day afternoon,
defendant.

ENTERED APRIL

!

Charles L

of marital

State vs
common
seller.
Continued.
State vs Henry W Larkin, common
seller. Continued.
2019 State vs Ambrose Simpson, single sale.
Continued.

Rosa

Bowden,
libellant, from
Charlie A Bowden; desertion.
Louisa J Gray, libellant, from Harrison

jury

airing

from

Following
to-day :

2047

2055

friends here of Mrs. Eva

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

By Indictment.
Frank Cunningham,

2.15

One Man’s Evil—featuring Edna Maison and William Clifford—
a strong, emotional play, full of action.
A play that will
make you sit up and take notice.

mother gave the child nourishment a little
after midnight, and it Beemed in its usual
health.
When she attended it in the
morning she found it dead.

Appall.

vs

at

WEDNESDAY

Frank H. Lowell, of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
returned home last Wednesday, after
visitihg here and at North Penobscot.
many

Dally Matinee

7 and 8.15

at

Mrs. Martin H. Haynes visited her
son Robert at Brunswick from Saturday
until Monday.

Chester Sawyer, violation 6f
game law. Oct. 1914—Law court on
.agreed statement. Capias to issue.
State vs Harold Warren, intoxicating
liquors. Oct. 1914—Principal and sureflfes defaulted. Judgment of lower
court affirmed, with additional costs.
Continued.
State

2046

E

Myrtle

cases

devoted to the

2046

from Mamie

Rogers; adultery.

Estelle

In

here, there

for the

Billings, libellant,

Lewis H

juries

traverse

The jurors were excused
Saturday afternoon.

when

decreed

libellant.

P Billings; adultery.
Daniel Rogers, libellant,

trials and fifteen
being tried together in
one instance.
Not since the April terra,
1888, when there were twenty verdicts,
have there been so many verdicts at one
terra of the supreme court in Hancock
county, and it is doubtful if the record of
fifteen verdicts during only nine days attendance of jurors has ever been equalled.
fourteen

were

were

M

Arthur

day.

were

divorces

Houston, libellant, from
Il'PIRXCMBBA RY.
Nettie M. Houston; adultery.
Barnard.Bucksport
Henry Crabtree, libellant, from Emma
Crabtree; adultery. Care and custody of

for the

By
2048

Evenings

and returned.

The

BLOCK

ODD FELLOW8

Fitzmorris, of Boston, are pleased to hear
of the birth of a daughter (Sylvia Anna)
April, 1914—Principal and sureties de- on Tuesday of last week.
faulted. Continued.
Mrs. Agnes R. Jordan has bought the
State vs George Wescott, common seller. |
house on Mill street from Mr. Spencer,
Continued.
and is moving in.
Mr. Spencer and
ENTERED APRI' TERM, 1914.
family are moving into the rent vacated
Indictment.
By
by Mrs. Jordan over the Joy & Ash store.
State vs Elmer DeWitt, interfering with
Rev. Henry W. Conley bas been supplyelectric power line.
Nol prossed by
ing for two Sundays at Deer Isle, during
county attorney.
State vs Edward J Geaghan, common the absence of Rev. Orville J. Quptill, who
seller. Continued.
has been enjoying his vscation.
Mr.
State vs Thomas H Landers, common
Conley went from Deer Isle to Belfast the
seller. Oct. 1914-Defaulted.
Contin- latter
part of the week to spend a few
ued.
days with his niece, Mrs. May Stevens, reState vs Michael McCauley, common
home .Saturday.
seller. Oct. 1914—Defaulted.
Contin- turning
Friends of Albert Young and wife symued.
State vs George Wescott, common seller. pathize with them in the loss their fiveContinued.
months-old son, Henry Albert, who died
ENTERED OCTOBER TERM, 1914.
The
suddenly Thursday morning.

NATURALIZATIONS.

Everett S. Mean*, foreman.Ellsworth
Manly H. Abbott.Verona
Ernest E. Babson.
-Brooksville
Brooklln
R. A. FJye.fc.
Alvin E. Maddocks.Ellsworth
Frank P. Noyes.Gouldsboro
Caatine
Frank 8. Perkins.
Ernest E. Rowe.Aurora
Eden
Charles F. Hhea.
Bluehill
Frank E. Snow.
Charles H. Sprague.Franklin
W. \V. Tibbetts.Otis

one

2036

leased to the

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

and

2033

bued for

Clarence R. Brewer ..Marlaville
William L. Carpenter, Jr.Sullivan
Amos Dolliver.Southwest Harbor
Daniel M. FI field .Stonington

here,

2032

FINN V8. OSGOOD.

Charles E. Lynch ..Ellsworth
Albert Trewrorgy.
Surry

kept busy

2030

STRAND THEATRE

Miss Helen M. Flood bas finished teaching the fall term of school at Waltham,

—

2015

Sbttrtumnmt#

FALLS.

Quy Cook is home for a visit with his
parents, John H. Cook and wife.
Mrs. Lizzie Bowman, of Boston, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank E. Cottle.

1918.

State vs
common
seller. Oct. 1914—Defaulted.
Continued.
9007 State vs Joseph Gray, failure to support
wife. Pleaded guilty.
Continued for
sentence.
9009 State vs D A Herllhy, common seller.
Oct. 1914—Defaulted.
Continued.
9010 State vs Thomas H Landers, common
seller. Oct. 1914—Defaulted.
Continued.
9011 State vs Thomas H Landers, single sale.
Oct. 1914—Defaulted.
Continued.
9018 State vs Michael McCauley, common
seller.
1914
April,
Principal and
sureties defaulted. Continued.
2014 State vs Henry Ryder, common seller.

of

spondent.

Joseph B. Littlefield. f.Penobscot

KLL8 WORTH

Albert C. Cottle and family have moved
into ttu Martin E. Salisbury bouse.
W. B. Jov and wife spent Sunday at
Holden with Mrs. Joy’s parents.

By Indictment.
Edward J Geaghan,

*>006

case

BRANN
In

I

ued.
State vs Walter Mehan, common seller.
October, 1918—1 Principal and sureties
defaulted. Continued.
BNTBRBD OCTOBER TERM.

spondent.

Ingalls.Hrooklin

Elmer S.

1991

vs.

Myra M. Brann, comJohnIJohnston.Amherst plainant, vs. Earl M. Falvey, the jury reNahum Jordan...Plantation No. 21 turned a verdict of guilty. L. F. Giles for
Charles L. Knowlton.Stonington complainant; Fulton J. Redman for reGeorge

j

alleged defect. Rescript as follows:
Exception overruled for want of prosecution. Judgment for State.
Contin-

Since 1873, this “good old standby”
of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds —in ir, now.

Hancock Co. Savings Sauk Ellsworth

Commission

fflerrijar.ts.

cfyyd&Mfiee&is
V

BOSTON

Emission merchant

{Uraftcsionai &ar»a.

AVANT

OT H- GIBBS, M. D.
*

OFFICE and RESIDENCE
32 Central St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
Special attention given to chronic
rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, etc.

by ELECTRICAL TREATMENT.
Telephone 33-3

I)

R.

F.

P.

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

BAFFIN,

DENTIST,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
ROOM

8

Ellsworth,

~\LICE

Maine

H.

SCOTT'

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuiou Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drup
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

DR

WILLIAM SEMPLE

OSTEOPATH
————^*
The mail-order house is waging war
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
on the local merchants with advertising
Diseases of Stomach.
The mail-order house is advertising
us its ammunition.
The local merchant Treatment and Consultation, by Appointfor your business. What are you going
ment, in Ellawortb on Fridays.
who doesn’t fight hack with the same
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
lose
ammunition is bound to
out.
to do about itT
Telephones 1868 and 708-1

COUNTY NEWS

visiting

her

Uncle Sam Will Place Giant Guns In
AH Big Ports.
Tbe placing of giant guns of fourteenrelatives.
inch and sixteen-inch calibres in all the
Miss Josephine B. Banker, who is |
principal fortifications of the United
week-end
the
in
Brewer, spent
teaching
States, is one of tbe defensive improveMrs. R. F. Gemsb has returned from

Claud Clark is making repairs

Ellsworth,

his

on

house.

Mrs. Maynard Hodgkins is visiting her
husband at Bar Harbor.

visit

a

pond,

winter if

Joseph
with

one

the

the mill

M.

Seal

operate
through.

Wallace

painting

goes

in

was

Bickford

The

town

Prospect Harbor.

at

Hancock, after lumber for Will
Gallison, who is building an ice pond at
Hancock Point.

Sargent is making large
of herring in Frenchman's bay.

Schoodic grange had a hauling bee last
wees, moving the J. E. Dunn blacksmith
shop to the grange hall lot for a stable.
The society has let the contract for the
foundation to Bradbury & Orcutt.

where he

Saturdays.
Guy Farrar, of Bar Harbor, reFriday for i cently spent several days at Hotel Han-

Charles Coombs and wife were visitor^
Harbor from Friday until Monday.
They went by automobile with E. E.
Coombs and wife, who went to Northeast
Harbor, visiting A. W. Coombs and wife,
who returned with them Sunday to go
into camp at East brook, where the McBride brothers have been for several days.

He had been somewhat out of health

and

despondent of late, but the tragedy was
a surprise to his neighbors, as he 'was in
good circumstances and seemed to have
much to live for. Dr. Lewis Hodgkins,
of Ellsworth, medical examiner, was
called.
All evidences indicated suicide.
Mr. Boneey’s bi other Bionjof Bar Harbor,
charge of the body.
Oct. 25.

took

Echo.

Scott

James
a

and

weeks’

three

have.returned
outing spent with

Scott’s mother, Mrs. Dresser, in
Orland, and with friends in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Emmons; Sawyer bad charge of
household affairs at "The Cedars” during
Mrs.

their absence.

Mason, of Bar Harbor, is spending a week with his sister, Mrs. J. M.
Mason, and other relatives here. He has
finished his work on the stage route, having served on the U. S. mail for four
Ezra G.

now

enjoying

on

the steamer

Clar-

season.

8.

Oct. 25.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

Mrs. Josephine Stance, who has been in
Providence, R. I., the past year, is visiting
friends here.
James A. Hill and wife, of West Gouldawere guests of the George W. Allans

boro,

Sunday.
W. F. Bruce joined a party of Boston
friends Monday in Bangor to go on a
hunting trip near Sherman for a week.
Quite a delegation of young people at-

at the Sands

on

Handy

Miss Annie

wife

years continuously, and is
well-earned vacation.

position

a

Mitchell for the remainder of the

B.

a

has

returned

West Sullivan, where she
illness of her sister,

from

called

was

Mrs.

the

by

Marcus

Cleaves.

The young ladies of the village have rethe Thimble club, and met for

organized

the first time this

ing, with Miss

season

Susie

Saturday

Over.
C.

H. P. Long is visiting her mother,

Mrs. Rowe, in Sabattus.
George Carter is home from Stonmgton,
where he has been cutting granite.

Sundays
through

the

will

indefinitely

come

winter.

Mr.

.vlordecai

returned home

ex-

is

problem

report

as

included

in

here

practiced

in

the

most

recent

waiting

guests of the hour of departure.
Oct. 25.
Spray.

Mrs. R. H. Moyle returned from Westerly, R. I last week.
Webb is in

Bangor visiting

her

brother, Lowell Webb.
Miss
from

a

Beatrice Smyth returned Saturday
week’s stay in Steuben.

Capt. G. D.
ness

Blake returned to

in New York

bis

busi-

city last week.

Miss Velma Bragdcn, of Seattle, Wash.,
is a guest at the home of Dr. H. A. Holt.
Mrs. Eliza Folsom, of Exeter, N. H., is
Allied Pains
and
They
Must Go.
in
its
flow
the
blood
of
The congestion
Sloan’s Liniment penetrates to
causes pain.
the congestion and starts the blood to flow
freely. Tbe body’s warmth is renewed; the
pain is gone. The "man or woman who has
rheumatism, neuralgia or other pain and
fails to keep Sloan s Liniment in their home
is like a drowning man refusing a rope”.
Why suffer. Get a bottle of Sloan’s. 25c.
and 60c- $1-00 bottle hold six times as much
as 26c. size.
Rheumatism

*

—

CASTORIA
Far Infanta and Children

question

25._N.

ment in

C. Havey, of Franklin,

was

in

at his

town

home

in East Sullivan.
Mrs.

Clyde Robertson spent

Capt.

E. E.

Sullivan,

last

week at

Franklin.

her home in

Bragdon

were

here

and

of

the policy of the

regard

proper position

NORTH, SULLIVAN.
O.

Monday.
J. B. Havey spent Sunday

WEST SULLIVAN.

Gladys

Oct.

automobiles warned the

wife, of

East

Sunday.

^hains

and

in

pairs.

ubiquitous. The dusty air, the

They

HANCOCK POINT.

Mrs. George Grant
worth.

has gone to

Ells-

war

depart-

to siege artillery and its
in the organization of tbe

land forces be taken up with

a

view

to

a

definite settlement thereof, especially in
connection with the pending scheme for
the organization of tbe land forces.
In order, however, that the work nowbeing undertaken in accordance with the
instructions of the chief of staff, of organizing a battalion of siege artillery composed of seven-inch howitzers, may be
conducted in

earth and

of which

commanding
defenses of the Delaware be authorized to
modify the requiremen.s of the cowst
artillery instruction order, in so far as tbe

Artbnr Lounder is in
Mr. Lonnder bas

William

Gallison,

of ten hours

of the

ice

dealer,

ia

building an ice pond where he expects
to get his supply this winter.
C.
Oct. 25.
_

BAR HARBOR.
The high school foot-bail team defeated

Rockport high school on the
grouuds Saturday. Score, 40-0.

home

For any itchineas of the akin, for aki
raahea, chap, pimple*, etc., try Doan’s Ointment, 50c at all drag storea.—Advt.

In his

are

may

a

sitting position.

Doan’s Kidney
:

Store,

sits:

1 also hid

Pills

nothingwHS

me

at

M

re’*

Dragj
ibis

any

a

new

Mrs. Ina Hill has moved into Soulia
Newman's house.
Miss

Fanny E. King,

Mrs. F. M. Moore last

of

visiting

A. Parcher lias Such Faith in Tbb

(3.

McKinley.

New man left for New York state
Thursday. The rest of the party will join

Buffalo,

In Your Vest Pocket

week.
are

—

Carry Stomach Joy

Manset, visited

Addie and Etnily Newman

Metdtt'j

the same that Mr*
Pills
b«d. Foster* Mil burn Uo., PrN. V.

ney

Harper has purchased

Dyspepsia Kernedy

Everett

lie

that

Guarantees It.

j

s in the
One of the greatest succt
sale of medicine has been achieved by
Harlan Harper and family have moved Mi-o-na. the standard dyspepsia remedy, and its sale is increasing rapidly
into the Moore house, formerly occupied
that G. A. Parcher, the popular urairby Everett Newman. Mr. Harper has emgfst, has hard work to keep a stock on
ployment with R. E. New man, w ho, has on hand.
ir with
It is very }«•;
purchased the store of Everett Newmfin. ! baukers, ministers, lawyers ndolhen
T. K.D.
Oci.25.
who business or profession keept
them closelv confined, wine those
who have orought on indigestion
THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
through irregular eating, worry, or
mtb»
other
A daughter was born to Alfred Martin
catp<e|, have found relief
■ eliable remedy.
and wife October 20.
Mi-o-na comes In tablet form andu
E. E. Scamroon and wife, of Franklin,
sold in a metal box especially designed
were guests of their daughter, Mrs. Frank
for convenience in carrying the mediGoodwin, Sunday.
cine in the pocket wr put'
It.1*
Charles McLain, with a friend from Bar pleasant to
take, gives quick relief
matter
n
and
case,
should
help any
Harbor, visited his parents, F. W. Me- j
This remedy
how long standing.
Lain and wife, Sunday.
has been so uniformly successful that
Mrs. Mertie Har 'ey and little son G. A. Parcher will in the
dure sell
Loren, of Marlboro, are visiting Mrs. Mi-o-na under a positive guarantee to
if it should not
Martin and wife? j refund the money
Harvey’s parents, Alfred
«
Collins and Roland Chamberlain and prove entirely satisfactory.

him

soon.

■

:
1

Hudson, of the schooner Mary B. ;
Wellington, are spending a few daya at
their homes here w hile the Wellington is
loading stone at Sullivan.
Oct. 25.
G.
Samuel

j
to

|

FRANKLIN ROAD.

i

Carlton Stew art is ill.

George L. Stewart and daughter
Virginia went to Washington, D, C., last
Mrs.

:

Don’t waste timewi'.h

or-

i

dinary flour whenyour;
cer can give you U

Tell, milled from Chi' K

Winter Wheat. Order a s:-- k
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You c a
win domestic science ;
with thegood things b ik-1
e
from William 7c...
flour that goes far!lie:

week.
Oct.

25._M.

make.

pension.”

Ellsworth,

sharp pains in my kidneys which felt like
a knife thrust.
Until 1 procured Doan's

the traverse

water.

me a

arise from

horse.

spent ninety-one

given

he

most

the

to the service

concerned, in such a
deem expedient, in
Bangor for order that they may be able to accomplish
gone away the special work assigned to them in tbe

for the wLnter.

Harlan

Finally he proceeded to the
a well,
and to the surprise

highest degree.

manner as

siege howitzers

or more on

a day leading horses
j
Harold Stewart and Emerson Stewart
The time of the horses was also have
gone to Guilford to viait relatives.
lost.
Charles F. Graves, of Brewer, was a re“Tbe farmer figured that bis eight-foot
cent guest of Jobu N. Marshall and wife.
well was about the best investment on his
Miss Hazel Butler, of Green Lake, visplace.”
ited her parents, Henry Butler and wife,
last week.
Why She Wanted a Pension.

days

question.
Meader,

“For several years my back w n- weak tad
sore and I found it difficult to
stoop or

SEAWALL.

of

th*» farm he bad

ElUwortk

jury.
medicine went directly to th<
at of the
Miss Carrie 9purlij)g r*?turned Saturday j
trouble and brought about a cur-:. I m« !
from New York, where she has been visit- i
had no nc*ed of s kidney medi me since.’|
mg her bister, Mrs. Thomas Robinson.
Price 50c. st all dealers. lMn’t simply!
Lilac.
Oct. 25.
ask fora kidney remedy—get Doan -Kid*:
week

barn:

satisfactory way.
instructions to the wit college for
the working out of a scheme that would
provide for siege artillery units for the
army, Gen. Wood stated' that these plans
should call for guns of calibre greater
than six inches. Already the problem is
being practically worked by tbe field
artillery at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, where
experiments are being made with gurit of
tbe five-inch calibre/ The result so far
achieved are aaid to be flattering to the

Sunday.
Mrs.

Amos Dot liver returned Saturday from
Ellsworth where he has been the past

the

Mrs. John

G. Stanley and wife spent a few
'days last week in East port and Ellsworth.
Mrs. Amos Lurvey has returned from
Rockland, where she visited her daughter.
Mrs. Henry Lurvey.

farmer#Tound

on

answer

Everett

friends and relatives at

He says that oat of the handred
and fifty letters a day which be receives,
at least a third are requests for personal
In the course of the article be
favors.
publishes a number of these remarkable
"\
letters, one of which follows:
“I need a pension, but the department
won’t give me one. I was engaged to be
married in 1882. The man went away to
war, and I married him after tbe war.
He died in 1886, and two years later I married a man who had just come from England, and he died last winter.
“The department won’t give me a pension,
on account of my first husband, because
they aay I wasn’t hia wife daring the war.
I was engaged to him, and considered that
I belonged to him daring the war just as
much as though I had been his wife.
If I
had more poll, I know they would have

companies assigned

two weeks.

of George Whitmore.
Mrs. M. A. Stanley is keeping house for
Mrs. Smith while she ib away.

“How many steps do you take each day
I in your routine of work?
“In Hughes county, Oklahoma, a farmer
watered bis horses from a spring 200 yards
from bis barn.
Every time his work
horses got a drink the farmer and bis
horses walked 400 yards out of their wav.
“One day the county agricultural agent,
T. A. Milstead, visited the farm and
noticed that the farmer was taking many
The agent suggested
unnecessary stepa.
that a w ell be dug near the barn.
“The agent believed that water could
be struck at twenty-three feet. The
farmer doubted this, but said he was
willing to dig fifty feet if be coujd be
assured of finding a plentiful
water

lived

Other

and

home

_

alike of the farmer and tbe county agent
a bountiful supply of water was struck at
only eight feet.
“Then the county agent and the farmer
got to figuring how much tupe was saved
ttat he
by the well. The
spent thirty minutes on each trip to the
spring and back. During tbe time he had

Are

were in Bangor
People Similarly Situated.
Saturday.
Can there be any stronger proof offend
Mr*. Edith Gilley, of Northeast Haroor.
was in town Thursday.
than the evidence of Ellsworth residenti!
Malanson Is employed at the After
Harel
you have read the follow mg, ijmetlj

Wasted Three Months.
In Farm and Fireside, a contributor
tells the following story illustrating how
a farmer can waste time by not having a

supply.
digging

There

L. l>. Neemm »nd wife

Friday

gradually being lengthened.
is largely due to the micro-

well convenient to bis

*

Mr*. Owen Clark iw still confined to the
the grip*

home with

sordid

I scope.

NOT THE ONLY ONE

MANSET.

;

America is

NEWS

COUNTY

_

and Mrs. Roscoe Gay, of Franklin,
called on William Crabtree and wife last
Mr.

Operator.

are

such a way as to produce
satisfactory results, it is recommended
as a tentative proposition until some more
In American Magazine a United States
Alvin
Zemro Hall and
Wentworth
logical and permanent solu ion of the senator writes an
week-end
at
home.
are
the
extremely amusing
They
spent
problem may be arrived at, that the re- article
Senator’s
entitled “A
Mail”,
employed in Sdal Harbor.
and
recommendations of Major
quest
H.
Oct. 25.
in which he tells about the strange perTracy in this letter be approved—that is, sonal
requests which his constituents
officer of the coast
that tbe
Several of the young people went to the
sorosis at Sullivan Friday night.

Tkara mUt ka mo toll charge on o
Particular Party Call if yam are not
connected sHth tka pcream trhome
mama non kaoo gloom to tka Toll

ita

campaigns All
|

j

of the

clusters,

m

Thursday.

cently.

—

j

the Christmas

good things was heartily enjoyed by all,
and after two hours’ social chat th*» honk

those which prey on living
things and those which reduce to their
original minerals, fluids and gasses, every
dead thing which they attack. They are
of various shapes, round like marbles or
straight like little sticks. They grow in

classes

his

chief of coast artillery,

and as followed in the training and inWalter K. Carter, who has had employ- |
vaduring
pects
struction of first-class loreign military
ment
i
on
the
Duchess
at
Bar
Harbor
yacht
j
cation.
organizations.
this summer, came home last week.
!
The ladies’ aid society of the Congre“It is believed that siege artillery sergational church, having been pleasantly I Mrs. A. B. Leach bad a shower of hand- vice lends itself particularly to the conentertained last spring by the Tremont | kerchiefs last week on her birthday. It ditions and opportunities, in so far as
aid society, returned the compliment by j was intended by the relatives to have as time and means are concerned, of the
inviting the sister sewing circle to a ban- many as she wa^years old, but she thinks personneljof the organized militia.
It is
quet at the Odd Fellows’dining hall Wed- there must have been a mistake, or that believed that it is better adapted to the
conditions wfcich obtain among the state
nesday, Oct. 20. The guests, thirty-five 1 she has suddenly grown older.
Oct. 25.
R.
in number, came at 10.30 a. rn. in auto- !
forces, and promises a more satisfactory
mobiles, and were warmly welcomed.
measure of war efficiency than either Held
SEAL COVE.
Soon the thimbles
and tongues were
or coast artillery.
Mrs. Lydia Farrell is ill.
It would be a comparatively easy matter
busily plied in a screened end of the
Mrs.
Josie
Pettee
is
home
from
Southwhile
a
dining-room,
to supply tbe armories of militia organizacapable committee
west
Harbor.
was preparing the banquet.
In spite of
tions with a full complement of servioe
the lateness of the season there were many
Ralph Frye, of Harrington, spent Sun- siege artillery equipment. The gunnery
beautiful bouquets of dahlias, gladioli and day at Martin Lunt’s.
features of the
training the mechanical
other flowers, including a fragrant bunch
Arthur Wails, who is employed on the manoeuvre* connected therewith, and the
of American beauty roses. Bachelor butfeatures could all be carried
steamer J. T.
Morse, spent Sunday at fire-control
tons graced “the plates for button noseon with tbe service equipment in tbe arhome.
mories of such organizations. The field
gays. Fully seventy members did justice
Rev. W\ J. Forsyth gave an illustrated
to the bountiful repast, preceded by a
duties, including all phases of trench and
lecture at the Episcopal chapel Friday
thankgiving blessing bv Miss M. A. Carroll.
sap work and field fortifications, could be
on missions.
A cordial speech af welcome was given by e?ening,
executed in the immediate vicinity of the
Lloyd Pierce, pi Boston, and a friend respective homes of militia siege artillery
the president of the Southwest Harbor
society, Mrs. P. C. Clark, and a gracious were guests of Mr. Pierce’s sister, Mrs. orgauizations or in connection with the
and also visited
summer manoeuvres.
response by the president of the visiting George Robbins, Opeechee,
at Bayside reIt is, therefore, recommended that tbe
circle, Mrs. Howard Kelley. The menu of bis brother, Allen Pierce,
to oe

living thing.
Not animals, as Leuwenboek' thought,
but vegetables, bacteria consist of two

j

Congregational church people here 1
Capt. H. P. Long went to Rockland last
and at Bass Harbor consider themselves
week to get his boat in readiness for the
fortunate in being able to secure for a
; scallop season.
supply Mr. Hanscom, of the Bangor semiMrs. Arey, of Searsport, who has spent
has
who
served
for
two
nary,
acceptably
a week with her sister, Mrs. W. Grindle.
The

and

yet often followed by a train of sickness,
Bering and death. A curious psradox
this, yet bacteria are at once the greatest
friends and the fiercest toes of every

su

atmosphere of penury, the nerveracking and strength undermining trades,
which has just been mailed to the various
these prepare the good ground.
department and post* commanders of the
The great weapon against bacteria is
in
the
first
of
that
rearmy,
paragraph
cleanliness. The mastery over | reuiature
Weaver
states
“that
the
port General
death lies to a great measure in our own
organization of the land forces should
'hands. Clean persons, clean‘cities, dean
provide clearly and definitely for an adewo^cahops and clean lives are the maker*
quate siege artillery force”.
of public health. The United dtates l*ub[
The report continues:
“At least one
lie Health Service and other
sanitary
regimental unit of siege artillery should/ i bodies of this country are gradually
be provided for and kept fully equipped
bringing these facts home to the general
at all times, in order to keep abreast of
public. In this way cleanliness is bethe possibilities of siege artillery service
coming more geueral, and the span of life
in its highest degree
of efficiency as |
annual

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs.

Sometimes it is impossible to "make” all these
places each trip, or personally to visit each customer oftener than once a
year.
A telephone call is the
best known substitute
for a personal visit. It
keeps one’s personality
alive. It gratifies the customer.
And frequently
for itself a hundredit
pays
fold by the casual re-orders
it induces.

billions, invisible to the naked eye, silent,
tireless, destroying the living, consuming
the dead, useful in the sciences and arts,

on

artillery

even-

Oct. 25.

points.

waters, the interior of animals and
plant* all contain them.
They cause the fermentation of foods,
they make cheese, they produce disease,
and some of them, when killed and injected into an animal, protect it against
Major uenerai Leonard wood, now the
they would
very disease which
commanding the Eastern department of have
produced if living. Many of them
the ar y on Governors island, when chief
live as harmless creatures in the body of
of the general staff in Washington, realtueir
an animal for years, only to kill
ized (be importance ot,siege artillery as a
boat when the opportunity
presents.
unit of the artillery arm of the United
Their study has given birth to a science,
States army.
Bo it was that General
bacteriology, one of the foundation stones
Wood issued
instructions to General
of public health.
chief
of
the coast artillery, to
Weaver, the
Their mere presence does not necestake up the question of an effective siege
Recalling (he
sarily
produce disease.
artillery for the army, and, for purposes
of the sower, some bacteria fall by
parable
of instruction, organization and training,
the frayside, some fall upon stony places,
to organize a battalion of Beige artilleryand some fall in good ground and bring
men, to devote their entire time to the forth the fruit of
suffering, perhaps of
study of the/problem. The battalion was death. A normal,
temperate life, free
organized, but the experiment did not alike from the
gluttony of idleness or
meet with the sucqpss hoped for, and I
► overwork, the sound mind in the sound
General Weaver reported that siege artilbody, a cheerful, normal environment,
lery should be a unit of the field, and not these form the
stony places in which
of the coast artillery arm.
bacteria take no root. The depraved apGeneral Weaver’s report on the siege
petites of mind md body, the dark and

tended the grange fair ball in Gouldsboro
Thursday night, and report a fine time.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
from

accepted
ence

that

add siege artillery units to the permanent
organization of the field artillery arm of
the regular army. One of the problems
being studied by the artillery is how to
make the great twelve-inch mortars, that
form so important a part in the American
scheme of defense, mobile, making possible their quick transportation from one
place to another in the event of trouble.

D. W. Joy is building a house near his
which he expects to have ready
for occupancy this
winter.
Since the hauling up of the yacht Firethe
fly,
engineer, William Shoales, has

!

developed

addition of guns of the fourteen-inch and
sixteen-inch types, is the proposition to

market,

in Bar

shocked Friday at
• Tbe community was
the rinding of Willia Bonsey’s body hanging in the stairway in his home, where he
was living alone as he had for many years.

business.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton, of Prospect
Harbor, was a recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. E. Grover.

Kay-Smiths.

a

be under test

Mrs.

lsgcs,

bodies which be called “little animals”.
He mide drawings of these, and to-day
friends
we know them for those useful
snd mslignant enemies of man-bscteris.
We spend our diys surrounded by
another world, a living world of countless

bay.

Sandy Hook shortly and will
by the end of the present
year. It is fifty feet long, weighs about
282,000 pounds and fires a projectile weigh-*
ing 2,400 pounds, with charge of 640
pounds of smokeless powder. The projectile is about five and a half feet long.
The gun cost f150,000.
1b line with the proposition to increase
tbe armament of the coafct defenses by the
grounds

and

over on

gun fires

guna

of the servioe. A second gun of this type is due at tbe proving

Morrison has gone to Connecticut
expects to find employment.
Richard Farrar has opened a barber
shop at Prospect Harbor for Wednesdays

Fred McKenzie and wife left
where they have taken a rent.
R. H. Williams will care for the horses
from
McKenzie
which Mr.
brought
Northeast Harbor belonging to the Mo-

Hundreds of small vilaway from maintravelled roads,are readily
accessible to salesmen who
know how inexpensive
and how easy it is to telephone these places from
convenient
junction

■yiis

is tbe real wonder

Dan

Bangor,

fourteen-inch

new

the American officers have

catches

Wilson

South

■

on

now

are

projectile weighing about 1,600 pounds, and
uses a powder charge of about 430 pounds.
But it is the big sixteen-inch gun which

employment

has

the

where guns of the fif-

gun at Panama and fourteen-inch
have been authorized for Manilla

Mrs. Cassie Guptill was a recent guest
of the Guptills in Gouldsboro.

Saturday
of 8. J. Johns3ti’s teams from
Buzzell

HARBOR.

Mrs. Myra Higgins is with Mrs. J. S.
Bragg for a time.

this

in

Telephone
By-Ways

pound microscope which has become the
being placed
most valuable sanitary tool yet devised
tbe battleships of the superdreadnought
-by man.
Elizafamous
of
which
the
Queen
types,
That first microscope was as far removed
beth of the British navy is an example.
from the high-powered instrument of toAt the present time the largest guns on
day as is the modern American from the
any of the coast fortifications of the original caveman.
Yet by this faulty
United States proper are of the twelvemeans, Leuwenboek, naturalist, physician
There is ona sixteen-inch and
inch type.
botanist, discovered certain minnte
teen-inch type

_

WINTER

nations, notably

other

by

European navies,

Mtss Virginia Mayer has gone to Brookline, Mass., to join her parents. She was
accompanied by Mrs. O. C. Havey.
Oct. 25.

[Fro* the United States Public Health Service.)
Great things have small beginnings. A
spectacle maker, Jan leippersheira by
name, living in Holland, invented a crude
magnifying glass in 1608. Anton von
Leuwenboek, born in Delft in 1632, imclumsy toy and evolved a comproved

ments contemplated by the artillery experts of tbe army, made necessary by the
development and use of higher calibred
guns

Greatest Friends and Fiercest
Foes of Every Living Thing.

The

j

West Somerville, Mass.
A. W. Gordon returned to Augusta Sunday to resume his duties in the State educational department.

looking over the mill and
P. Havey estate at Georges

will

visiting

been

and wife left Saturday
relatives in Hallowell and

to

at the rock-crusher.

and

has

Henry Bunker
for

George Bradbury and N. A. Smith are
employed at Bragdon’s quarry.
Clyde Clark is employed at Beechland
sawing pulpwood for Wilbur & Clark.
Austin Williams, of North -Franklin,
has been here several days with his oxen,
plowing.
A. O. Ciaric is home from Ellsworth,
where he has been employed as sharpener

land of the 9.

where she

at her home here.

Charles Clark and wife, of Bangor, have
been here for a few days.

are

—^ 1

ftObniiratnta.

BACTERIA.

COAST DEFENCE.

KOH

ham.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Parties

sister, Mrs. Edwin F. Clap-

MARLBORO.
G. O. Treadwell has gone to New
where he has

York,

employment.

Osmond Emery and wife have gone to
Bar Harbor for the winter.
:

Harry Rodick has sold his place and has
family to Bar Harbor.
'Harry Bragdon, of Millinocket, spent a
few days last week with his
mother, Mrs.

moved his

Caroline Grover.
Oct. 25.

j

Abe.

G.t Rid of Thow Poisons In Your
hystem I
You will Bud Dr. King's New Ul. Pill, a
most satisfactory
laxative in releasing the
poison, from your system.
Accumulated
waate and poisons cause mauifold ailment,
unless released.
Diuiuesa, spots before the
eye**, blackness and a miserable feeling generally are indications that yon need Dr.
King’s New Life Pills. Take a dose to-night
and you will experience grateful relief
by
morning. 25c.

WU1TVOMK, MAVI**28
C. W. OBlI>WL

* C°'

p

news.

Bounty

has

purchased

an

and wife, of Bangor, were
Warren Ford laat week.
Fred Phillipa and family have
Kock, Mass., for the winter.
tiriffln and Karl Batchelor, who

Ford
Hirry
"
ti of Mrs.

“,0
\.

employed

in

Winterport,

at

are

pn been
borneWest was called to Nova
gjv Louis
Monday by the aerious illness of bis

jjotis
BOtber.

of Industry In the
State of Malue.
Corn is ki tg in the
country st largo;
and it shares with
apples, peas, beans and
s few other fruits
and vegetables in being
an heir
apparent to the throne in Maine,
where it ranks close to the
pack of fish
foods in value annually.

Maine,

fact,

m

the

was

the

pioneer State

industry, and

canning
State is still

in

tta credit the
a leader in
it, the value of its
canned corn alone this
year being around
three and a half million
dollars, and the
great business has been developed within
to

practically

of Sedgwick, is spendMrs. Jane Ford,
son and his wife,
w inter with her

wtt,e

gsrren Ford.
Cousins attended the HunMiss Nellie
convention at Bath last week
jy school
delegate from the Brooklin school.
„s

the high school wilt
entertainment at
Hallowe’en
ev.ning, Nov. 1.
Masonic hall Monday
Boland Carter has began on the foundaThe students of
a

■re

COUNTY NEWS

Rapid Growth

bkooklxn.

M,yn«rd Blaisdell
.jtooobile-

CORN CANNING.

which will bo built on
tion of his house,
ho purchased of bis brother,
the Site which

E. Carter.
Mrs. Kdith Phillips and Mrs. E. E.
Kebekab assembly at
burvev attended the
Portland, and William Herrick attended
1. O. O. F.
the grand lodge,
was remembered on
Henderson
James
A.

half a century.
Sixty years
ago there was not a single canning factory
in Maine, and now there are more than
200, while the end is not yet.
With this increase in factories has come
the increase of the
price of corn per acre—
rising from £30 at the beginning of the
business to three or four times as much at
the present time. Corn
being king, let it
be stated that it assumed its first duties as
reigning monarch in Portland, where in
1848 the first shop in the United States, or
in the world for that
matter, was built
just outside of the city. The few cases
lhat were packed and snipped out of the
Stale gave the new product such a wide
reputation for quality that the demand

increased wonderfully,

going so far as to
make it necessary sometimes, under stress
of a short crop, to pack com in other
states unde. Maine labels -a practice that

Miss Abby Elwell
York recently.

Miss Brown has shown

to the

people and

There will be

manyjtindnesses

town.

special meeting of Look-

a

out chapter 0. E.
sbrn the grand

».,

Friday evening,

next

matron, lira. Lillian
Work
Piine, will inspect the chapter.
eill be exemplified, and a tapper will be
greed, it is hoped that every member

present.

will be

Use Femme.

Oct. 25.

the whole central and western

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
0. L. Tapley has purchased

an

automo-

bile.

Miss Emily M Tapley is visiting her
brother Johu in Charleston.
Mrs. George H. Tapley was in Bangor
lew days last week, visiting friends.

a

mings ami wife.

Capt. George A. Stevens and wife are at
Providence, R. I., and have

borne from

opened ttieir house for the winter.
Mrs. Lucy L. Tapley
observed her
eighty-fourth birthday Oct. 20, spending
the day with her son, O. L. Tapley, and
wife.

Maggie H. Blodgett

Mrs.

has closed

h

Hi

v\

Dority.
<:

T. Emery, after spendiug
ith her sister, Mrs. M ry 1>.

•«

summer

w

WasNtin,

returned

to

her

home

in

In

and

home-canning

in-

sections the granges
the advisability of
this business in order to advance
some

already considering

are

entering
the interest of the farming communities,
while the eyes of outside capital are turn-

ingUhis way, looking for an opening to
establish factories, that may begin operations w ith the first dandelion that shoots
up in the spring, and continuing until the
last squash has been rolled from tbe rocky
hillside
and
the
yellow
pumpkins
gathered from among the corn stalks.
It is

a

nation of canned food

United States.
everything

barrel,

the

Mr.. L
the

co-operative shops

r

the winter in Sedgwick witu her »ister-iu-law, Mrs. Lucy
in

part of the

State particularly adapted to tne raising
of vegetable and fruits suitable for cauniug, there is the chance of a lifetime
still awaiting the progressive tiller of the
soil, both in the line of private enterprise,
dustries.

George Grindal and wife, of Sargentrill?, were week-end guests of E. E. Cum-

boose,

packed
business od the reputation of its canned
corn, but without doubt their success has
been partly due to the excellence of this
Maine product, so that to-day there are
not only corn factories, but large
shops
which put up apples, peas, squash, blueberries and small fruits in their season,
all at a good profit and with a demand
that has never yet been fully filled.
Maine farmers have only
recently ber
come awake to their
possibilities. With

ages
a

were

was

the

then

necessity,

families

this

users,

Where, half a century ago,
purchased by the pound,
tierce, or whatever packin vogue, today the can is

and

recourse

not
to the

do

only

whole

of
the grocers’
thrown into

shiny

rows

Bangor.

attractively-labeled

itei .-eavey, who baa been visither <-'u-iii, Mrs
M. B. Blodgett, for
•even «a
.•*, has returned to her home
in Bn* k t.,
*>h.

shelves, but the refuse cans
tbe dump represent the, expenditure of
millons of dollars.
Canned ti.*b, of which Maine has almost
a monopoly in New Euglaud, at least, are

ja*

...

iag

..

it

been

Q«y>,

it

Capt.
Bav

w

on

the

Oct. 25.

at

d

for

morning

tii.a

r.mi i* iu

-t

wife, who have
Tapley and wife a few

Si rout

0f o. L.

gu.

cofinoond

Boston.

of the steamer

Portland and Boston line.
Tom sox.

AURORA.
Mary Si
A. E.

shy
Bridge*,

is
iu

visiting

her

sister, Mrs.

Brewer,

known all

over

the

tins

on

world; they

are

Messrs. Stevens snd Hill, of Hocklanq
were week-end guests of Roy Allen.
Malcolm Allen has returned
home,
after spending several years in Idaho.

N. ’rmby, wife and little son Norris
visited relatives iu Brewer and Bangor recently.

the least of

W.

ifeldon Archer and Olin Jordan got a
fine deer Ust week.
It weighed 225
pounds.
Mrs. Raymond Bridges, of Rutland, Vt.,
been visiting her brother, RubscII
Mace, has returned home. Her sister
Oori9 accompanied her.
Oct. 22.
C.
*bo has

SURRY.

that the

canning business is by
Maine’s industries.

Mrs. Roy Allen, with Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Bmallidge, made an automobile trip to
Southwest Harbor Sunday.
Mr. Smallidge’s mother returned with them.
Oct. 26.

A.

Emery

Mrs. Sadie McKay apent

w**k

in Ellsworth.

a

few days last

0«t. 25.

L.

brothers

Mrs. Edward Emery, who has been at
Bar Harbor, is at home.
Willie Emery and wife spent Sunday
with his father, William Emery.
Morton Emery and Robert Fersen, who
spent tbe summer at tbe White moun-

tains,

Emery’s.
A surprise party was given Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Smith Friday evening, her
birthday and the anniversary of their
Edward

are at

Hubbabd.

MRS. MELTON'S LETTER
4

To Tired Worn-out Mothers
Jackson, Miss.—“ I shall feel repaid
for writing this letter if I can help any
tired, wom-out mother or housekeeper
to find health and strength as I have.
“I have a family of five, sew, cook
and dovny housework and I became very
much run-down in health. A friend
asked me to try Vinol. I did so and now
I am well and strong and my old time
Vinol has no
energy has been restored.
runsuperior as a tonic for worn-out,
down, tired mothers^or housekeepers.
Miss.
—Mrs. J. N. Melton, Jackson,
Geo. A. Parcber, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

FOR RHEUMATISM

RHEUMA
No

how

matter

have tried
trial of

State where the canning business cannot
be done successfully in a inall way; or on
The only problem which
a larger scale.

tury

BUCKS POKT.
The seminary foot-ball team was deOrono
high schodi at Urono Satby
urday. Score, 46-0.

many
failed to

and

remedies

you

get relief,

one

Rheuma will convince you that

sciatica and alirforms of rheumatism can
be permanently cured.
Geo. A. Parcher
and all druggists selljt for 50 cents.
“I was so crippled with sciatic rheumatism 1 could not walk.
Three bottles
of Rheuma permanently cured me.” Guy
Torley, St. Paul, Minn.
Rheuma gets right into the blood, dis-

solves the uric acid crystals and passes
them through the kidneys and bowels.
This is the best way to cure rheumatism.
The manufacturers guarantee it.

Ewe

loan a bank

tie;,"money-catching”,
s

who de8ire

irs

same.

to all

Better

to-day.

!o. Savings BANK, Ellsworth

Uailtoatis anti Steamboats.

QUARRIES. FACTORY LOCATIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
Sites for summer hotels
and

C^MPS

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROA

Undeveloped

Water

Powers,

and

Good

Farming Land

4.wait Development.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Eastern Steamship Lines
ALL-THE-WAY-BY-WATER
FALL SCHEDULE
BANGOR LINE

Fred Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, is
iUiomiarmnufl.
waiting Charles H. Harding and wife.
Turbina Steel Steamships CAMDEN and
BELFAST
Mrs. Margaret
Trask, who haa been
CHILD’S LIFE SAVED.
Leave Bangor Monday, Wednesday, Thurs■siting in Manaet, haa returned home.
11.45
A mother of six chi dren writes: “My day and Saturday at 11-00 a n>, Winterport,
Mias Marion
in, Bucksport 12.30 p m. for Searsport, BelTrask, of Atlantic, ia visit- baby was very sick and a friend of mine afast,
and
Boston.
Rockland
Camden.
* her
sister, Mrs. Charles H. Harding.
RETURNING—Leave India wharf, Boston,
trying Dr. True’s Worm Elixir.
Rev. Herbert Doran and wife were here suggested
Monday, Tueeday, Thursday and Friday at 5.00
No* I have six cnuaren ana
eaday evening and held services In the
BAR HARBOR LINE
am never without Dr. True’s
ln®on memorial church.
Rockland Wednesday and Saturday
Elixir, the Family Laxative at Leave
6.O1 a m, for Bar Harbor and intermediate
Mrs. Phebe
and Worm Expeller, in my laudings. Retnrn leave Bar Harbor Monday
Bennett, has been renovat°* her father’s
house. Mrs. B. N. Gile, West and Thursday at 10.00 a m for Rockland and
house, while he is away
intermediate landings.
0
0*pe Rosier lor apples.
Newbury, Mass.”
BLUEHILL LINR
®“*- 21.
Chips.
Leave Rockland Wednesday and Saturday
Lot* of other children’s
Trade Mark
at 6/0 a m, for Bluehill and intermediate
when
the
almost
seem
hopeless
cases
_

trouble is worms.

Bigns of

worms

are:

ASHVILLE.
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
Mrs. Rnby Martin haa returned home sour
stomach, offensive breath, bard full
"cm Corea.
belly with occasional gri pings and pains
about the navel, pale face of leaden tint,
The cement foundation lor the new
eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
“•Pel is nearly completed.
itching of the nose, itching of the rectum,
of the
Moses Bartlett haa ^returned home, short dry cough, grindingout on teeth,
tongue,
little red points sticking
0 u>
pa Died by hia Bister, Mrs. Mansur.
starting during sleep, slow fever. At all
Advice free.
dealers- 35c, 85c and (1.00.
Mrs. Del mar
Robertson is ill at the
°me ol her
annt, Mrs. Eunice Banker.
0°t- 26.
Phcebk.

Write

You will welcome the quick
relief and often ward off a
severe illness. Beecham’s Pills
are carefully compounded from

vegetable products

—

mild,

harmless, and not habit-forming. Buy a box now. You
don’t know when you may need
Beecham’s Pills. A reliable
family remedy that always

Should Be
at

Hand

Uitut Sals of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxen, 10c., 25c.

ilcflaf

Unlimited Raw Material,

that grow wild along tbe stone walls and
in the Maine pastures. These bring even
a larger price than the
factory canned
goods, and the business can never be

bowels, start the liver working
and put your entire digestive
system in good shape with a
dose or two of the time-tested

flirt) rrtistmniw

tractively and profitably preserving the
overplus of vegetables from the kitchen
garden and the berries and small fruits

feated

GOTT’S ISLAND.

his

give opportunity to those desiring to make
■ change in location for a new start in life.

Willard Dow went to the Soldiers’ Home at present faces the would-be packer is to
get tbe farmers to raise more vegetables
•tTogus last week.
and fruits. The reputation of the goods
Bolph and WUlard Kane, and a friend,
packed in the State for the last half cenHr. Shaw, are at home.
will do the rest.

Mra. Bernice
Phillips and Bister spent
Sunday with Mrs. Sadie Phillips.

visiting

is

William and Edward.

housewife and her daughters who wish to
pin money or thp price of some longdesired household improvement or luxury
are beginning to learn tbe science of at-

Hiram Know-leg ig visiting here.
Helen Clark went to Bernard Saturday. overcrowded, sales depending wholly on
the amount produced and tbe quality and
Forrest Carter returned home Monday,
appearance of the goods.
i-apt. George E. Kane and wife spent
There is hardly a rural distriot in the

i*st week at home.

U.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Guy

-located

earn

at-

a

tack, or when you feel illness
coming on—promptly move the

borne.

no means

Lately the government has taken
cognizance of tbe opportunity that exists
for home canning and preserving, and tbe

When you have

Cora Hanscom has returned to Booth
Bluebill, after spending a few days at

the hot

servatively placed on the vegetable and
fruit pack and it will be seen at a glance

NOTICE

Emergencies
bilious

New

cotton

Mrs. William Schoppee, of Beddingion,
Mrs. H. T.
visaing u«.
Biby,.
»»

to

Mrs. Minnie Marks, ot East Bluebili,. is
^
visiting her mother, Mrs. Ira Page.

eaten

prairies of Texas and in the
belt of the South wheriT fresh foods
would be impractical; and the factories
that are sprinkled along the Maine coast
from East port to Portland handle raw material annually that ia converted into
hermetically sealed goods at a total valuation of more than f3,000,000. Add to this
an equal or larger valuation that is conon

returned

Orren Ilaoscora spent several days last
week in Monroe.

a postcard shower, receivwas necessiriiy
stopped with the advene
fifty cards. He deeply appreciates the of the
pure food laws, to the great satis- marriage.
of hia friends.
thoughtfulness
faction and protection of the Maine
Oct. 25.
Miss Sallie Brown, of Atlanta, Qa., who packers.
basepent the summer here, will leave for
It would not be fair to say that the
Since coming here
Her home to-day.
other foods
in the State have done

bis birthday by

ing

For

NORTH SEDGWICK.

legal Notice*.

Itgal Natla*

INoUcm.

To all persona intwre ted In the estatejhereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on tbe twelfth
day of October, a. c. 1915, being an
adjourned session of the October a. d. 1915
term of said court.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, oy causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said cou ty, on the ninth day of
November, a. d. 1915, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

To all persons Interested In either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for ths county of Hancock, on tire fifth
day of October, a. d. 1915.
riiHE following matters having been preX sen ted for the action thereupon hereinThat
after indicated, it la hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to a'l persons interested, by causing s copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second day of
November, a. d. 1915, at ten of the dock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

OF FORECLOAURE.

George Jordan, of Otis. HanMaine, by his
mortgage
day of Novem
ber, 1888, and recorded In the registry of
deeds for said Hancock connty, December 1,
1888, in book 227, page 275, conveyed to Mary
Q. King, of Lamofne, in said connty and
State, a certain lot or parcel of land situated
cock county, State of
WHEREAS
deed, dated the 12th

In sAid Otis, and bounded and described

as

follows, to wit:

On the north by land occupied by John
Remick; on the east by land of AsaK. Hillier:
on the south by land now or formerly owned
by Coleman Stanley, and on the west by land
of Eben Church, and containing three hundred
and eighty acres more or less and being a
part of the thousand acre lot so called and
the same premises conveyed to me by N. A.
Joy. Said lot was formerly bounded on the
south by lands of Colman and Geo. Stanley
snd is now bounded on the south by land of
IRjwell Milliken and ElSana Remick, jr., and
being the same premises conveyed to me by
N. A. Joy by his deed dated Nov. 20, A. D.
1875, and recorded in vol. 151, page474, to which
reference is made;
And whereas said mortgage deed and the
debt thereby secured have been sold, conveyed
and transferred to me, the undersigned, by
Nathan Ol Kiog, the duly appointed administrator of the estate of the said Mary G. King,
as appears by his deed of assignment to me,
dated October 11,1915. and iecorded in book
520, page 16, o^aid registry of deeds.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken and now remain
broken and unperformed; now, therefore, 1,
the undersigned, assignee of said mortgage,
by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
and give this notice thereof as provided by
statute.
Robert P. Kino.
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 12, 1915.

cause.

David A. Simpson, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will r.nd testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executor without giving bouds, presented by
Wm. O. Emery, the executor therein named.
Kate McVicar, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on tbe fifth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of tbe last will and testament of
JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, late of BOSTON, in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth Of MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and of the probate thereof iu said
county of Suffolk, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of Hanuock for tbe purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in tne probate
court of our said county ot;Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons Interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the second day of November,
a. d. 1915, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
for said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest;—E. E. Chase, Register.

A

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock hs.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth Cay of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
ELIJAH K. HUBBARD, late of MIDDLETOWN, in the county of Middlesex, and
state of CONNECTICUT,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of Connecticut, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior
to the second day of November, a. d. 1915, that
they may appear at a probate court then to be
held at Ellsworth, in and for said county of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, against the

A

ment.

of
Helen Herrick and Henry
Herrick,
Account of
Penobscot, in said county.
filed for
Samuel P. Snowman, guardian,
settlement.
Emma A. Fisher, late of Deer Isle, in said
Petition filed by Mary
county, deceased.
Fisber Bn&son, administratrix of the estate
of said deceased, that the amount of inheritance tax on said estate be determined by the
judge of probate.
John 8. Lynam. late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Petition filed by Fred C. Lynam,
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
that the amount of inheritance tax on said
estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Ellen F. Emerton, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executor without giving bonds, presented by
Joseph G. Emerton, the executor therein
named.
Asoph S. Lowell, late of Bucksport, in
that
said
deceased.
Petition
county.
Mary A. Patch or some other suitable
person be
appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased. the will having been filed and allowed in said probate court, presented by
Maria W. Lowell, widow, legatee and heir-atlaw of said deceased.
Emma A. Fisher, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. First, and final account of
Mary Fisher Bosson, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Bert B. Marshall, a minor of Tremont. in
said county.. Petition filed by Maude A. Dow,
mother and legal custodian of said minor,
that the name of said Bert B. Marshall
be changed 10 Bert B. Dow.
George B. Marshall, of Tremout, in said
county, petitions said court that his name be
changed to George B. Dow.
Sarah Paitker. late cf Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Albert A.
Lowell, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Lydia J. Cobb, late of Bucksport. in said
county deceased. First account of Heroert S.
Cobb, administrator, filed for settlement.
Allred C. Osgood, late of Bluebill. in said
oounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tne last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probabte and for the appointment of the
executrix without giving bonds, presented by
Augusta L. Osgood, the executrix therein
named.
Lena M. Gregory, a hiinor of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Nettie E. Gregory, guardian, filed for settlement.
Willis E. Banker, late of Cranberry Isles,
in said county, deceased. Petition that Rena
A. Bunker or some ether suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased and that no bond be required of
said administrator, presented by Rena A.
Banker, widow of said deceased.
Fred A. Fisber, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will ana testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof and for the appointment of
Stephen N. Fisher, administrator with the
will
annexed,
presented by Stephen N.
Fisher and Augusta M. Fisher, brother and
sister of said deceased1, no executor having
been named iu said will.
Parker Spofford, late of Bucksporf, in said
county, deceased. Final account of John F.
Knowlton, executor, filed for settlement.

same.

BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—E. E. CHASE, Register.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of October, in the year of
oar Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrnment purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
JOSEPH T. COOK, late of BUFFALO, in the
county of Erie, and state of NEW YORK,
deceased. and of the probate thereof in said
county of Erie, duly authenticated, haying
been presented to the judge of probate toT our
said county of Hancock for the purpose of beiug allowe i, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth
American,1 a newspaper
printed ai. Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of November,
a. d. 1915, that they may appear at a probate
coart then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said conniy of Hancock, at ten o’clock In the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original.
Attest—E. E. Chase, Register.

A

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Laura A. Webber, of Stoning-

ton, in the county of Hancock and
WHEREAS
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated

the twenty*ninth day of January, A. D. 1913,
recorded in the registry of deeds for said
county, book 496, page 246, conveyed to me,
the undersigned, a certain parcel of real
estate
situated in Stonington aforesaid,
bounded aud described as follows: Beginning at a bolt in a ledge at lagid of heirs of the
late Benjamin Barbour, at the northwest
corner of the
premises herein described,
thence running easterly, fifty feet to a bolt in
a ledge; thence southerly, seventy feet to the
town rflfcd to a bolt in a ledge; thence westerly, fifty feet, by the town road, to a bolt in a
ledge; thence northerly, seventy feet to the
first mentioned bound; together with the
buildings thereon standing, being bounded
on three sides by land formerly of the late
Benjamin Barbour, deceased, and the same
premises conveyed to the said mortgagor by
Annie M. Ferrell by deed dated January 8,
1913; and
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken; now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
William D. Wblch.
Dated at Stonington, aforesaid, Oct. 6, 1915.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminis*
tratrix of the estate of
j
FRANCIS E. HOPKINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lauretta F. Bird.
Trenton, Me.
Oct. 12,1915.

THE

subscriber

gives notice

hereby
be has been duly appointed administraTHE
tor with the will annexed of the estate of

that

FRANCIS D. LONG, late of BLUSH ILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
I having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reto make payment immediately.
quested
landings.
Habvby P. Long.
Return leave Bluehill Monday and Thursday at 9.00 a m, for Rockland a d intermedi- j Oct. 12,3915.
ate landings.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
On Fridays a special trip will be made from
he has been
administraRockland to Brooklin and retui n, making all tor of the estate ofduly appointed
Intermediate landings.
AMELIA FOGG, late of HANCOCK,
Steamers of fhe Mount Desert Lines con- in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
nect at Rockland with Bangor Line steamers given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons
from and to Boston.
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are deeired to present the
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
sanje for settlement, and all indebted tteieto
Steamships North Land and North Star are requested to make payment immediately.
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Hbnry M. Hall,
and
at
6.00
m.
Thursday
Saturday
p
Ellsworth, Maine.
H. T. SANBORN, Agent, Bangor.
Oct. 12,1915.

THE

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the tilth day of
the year
October, in
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of
the last will ana testament of
MARY EVA CAMAC LEWIS, late of
city
and county of PHILADELPHIA, commonwealth of PENNSYLVANIA,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
Philadelphia. < uly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed. Sled and recorded in the
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordertd, thut notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this orcer three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of November a. d.
1916, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreif any they have,
uood, and show cause,

A

t^e

against

ibe same.

BERTRAND E. CLARK, Jndg’ of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest—E. E. Chase, Register.
STATE OF MAINE. (
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of OctobefT-in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copv of the last will and testament and
codicils thereto of
JAMES B. THOMPSON, late of the city and
county of PHILADELPHIA, commonwealth of PENNSYLVANIA,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said

A

Philadelphia, duly authenticated, having
presented to the judge of probate for our
county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively In
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock,
prior to the second day of November, a. d. 1915,
that they may appear at a probate court, then
to be held
at
Ellsworth, in fcud for said
oonpty of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the torenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.

been
said

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth. iu and for said county of Hancock,
on the
fifth day of October, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM CAMAC, late of the city and
county of PHILADELPHIA, commonwealth of PENNSYLVANIA,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
Philadelphia, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of illancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the pro
bate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of November, a.
d. 1915, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register

BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said court.
A trne copy of the original.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament of
JOHN HAMILTON FORSYTH*late of Winthrop, in the county of Suffolk, and commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
county ol Suffolk, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of Hancock for the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to the second day of November, a. d. 1915, that tney may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth, in
and for said county of Hancock.at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they*
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
__Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.

A

A

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sh —At a piobate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of October, in the year of onr
Lord

one

purporting

the executor therein named.
Isaac N. Salisbury, late of Lamoine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument-purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probale thereof, and for the appointment of the
executrix without giving bonds, presented by
Mary Susan Salisbury, tlje executrix therein
named.
Thomas 8 Liscomb, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executrix without giving
bonds, presented
by Lucy A. Liscomb, the executrix therein
named.
Elizabeth A. George, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Lorenzo
Z. Fletchf r or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Howard C. Fletcher, a
brother of said deceased.
John S. Lynam, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First account of Fred G.
Lynam, administrator, filed for settlement.
Henry B. Hooper, late of Brooklyn. in said
First account of Roland
county, deceased.
A. Flye, administrator, filed for settlement.
Elizabeth A. Higgins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Clinton B. Higgins and Nathan Ash, administrators, filed for settlement.
Susan Amanda Bracket, also known as
Amanda Bracket, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Genevieve W. Campbell, formerly Genevieve
W. Collins, administratrix, filed for settle-

cause.

William G. Snow, late of Ducksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executrix without giving bonds, presented by
Alice Maxtield Magnus, the executrix therein
named.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Baid Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:-E. E. Chase, Register.

A certain instrument

I to be the last will and testamr nt~,of said deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Duncan H. McVicar,

thousand nine hundred and fifteen.

subscriber

hereby gives
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be THE
she has been duly appointed
A
copy of the last will and testament of the last will and testament of
and codicil thereto

of
MARY C. SPARKS, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex, and commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
county of Middlesex, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancook for the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively iu
the Ellsworth Americana
newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock,
prior to the second day of November, a. d.
1915, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed administrator
estate of
MARY W. HOOKE, late of
CA8TINE,
in
the
Hancock,
county of
deceased,
and
given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands against
the
estate
of said deceased
are desired
to
the sime for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make pay-

GEORGE

MATTHEWS, late of WINTER
HARBOR,
\ in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being
by the terms of said will. All
|I personsrequired demands
having
against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same| for
settlement, and all indebted thereto art,
requested to make payment immediately.
*

Oct. 5

ment

immediately.

Oct.

5,1915.

,1915.
subscriber

he have been
THE
trator of the estate
*

I

Caroline G. Matthews.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of

CHARLES G. ANDERSON, late of
VERONA,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persona
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
«T,PHKK D.
Oct. 11, Hit.

given

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
MABY G. KING, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make
payment im-

THEhe
of

has
THEheof the

Sresent

that
executrix

notice

a

trator

|

|

mediately.

Nathan C.

Charles W. Hooke.

l

Oct. 5.1915.

Kino,
ElLworth, Maine.

NEWS.

COUNTY

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Graves spent Sunday at hit
Benjamin
farm in Trenton.
C.

NO ALUM-NO PHOSPHATE

Danforth J. Manchester and wife left

Thursday

Petersburg,

for their home in St.

Fla.

Oct.

Lurvey,

•Clarence

ployed

on

who

has

been

em-

IS^gVAL

BAKINGPOWDER

The Christian Endeavor prayer meeting
was held at the home of James H. Soulis
and wife this week.

Miss Emma and Wafren H.
of Seal

Harbor,

were

Stanley Lawrie,
has

Made from Cream of Tartar

in town

Whitmore,

Sunday,

on

calling upon relatives and friends.
S. E. Tracy, C. E. and A. K. McBride
have returned from Camp Rest, East brook,
where they recently spent a few days.
in

who has been

employed

Kimball's store during tbe summer,
returned to his home in Franklin.

The Wheelwright yacht Hesper has
turned

from

anchored

in

Gloucester, Mass.,
the

harbor

for tbe

and

re-

is

winter

months.

Absolutely Pure

The local school teachers will attend tbe
teachers’ convention in
Schools closed
week

COUNTY

NEWS

BLUEHIJLL.
Mrs. Kubie Stevens has gone to Belfast
I
for the winter.

gent, returned to her home in Everett.

Mass., Tuesday.
Eric Soduholu went to Bristol Monday
on

business.

Judge

Benson

on

25._K.
*

for

Bangor

this week.

tbe remainder of

the

Tuesday afternoon.

The senior class of Gilman high tchool
will hold a hallowe’en ball at tbe Neighborhood house on Friday evening. Wescott’s orchestra, of Bar Harbor, will play.

Mrs. M. W. Hamorisat Bar Harbor with
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Ingalls.

her

Miss Louise Carter, of Somesville, is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Agnes Mayo.
Mias Hate! Reynolds, of Northeast Harbor, is with Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Hamor.

George Haynes,

who

has

been

at

Bar

Harbor tbe past season, spent the weekend with his family.

wife

have

been at

RIVKH.

Sunday.
William Higgins, of Bar Harbor, was
guest of Mrs. Mary Betts Saturday
and Sunday.
John Folley, who recently purchased the
Joaiah Williams place, has had a telephone installed.
Mrs. Clara A. York, who went to Andover, Mass, with her granddaughter,
Mrs. Lilia Dodge Broster, early in the
fall, on account of poor health, is steadily
improving under the care of Mrs. Broster,
who, before her marriage, was a .trained

Mrs. Mabel Tates and Coburn Tripp
have returned
home from Bar Harbor

News was received last week ol the
deatnof Alden Trueworthy, formerly of

much

improved

in health.

Mrs. Judith Kittredge has gone to
Northeast Harbor to spend a couple of
months with her daughters, Mrs. Thomas
Graves and Mrs. Harvey Whitten.
Word has been received here of the
death of Mrs. George Leighton at Lawrence, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Leighton lived
here about two years, Mr. Leighton being
overseer of
the Hillcrest
farm.
They
moved to Lawrence last spring.

WEST TREMOXT.
The W. T.

bury Lopsua
Philip Pervear and wire have
part of Calvin Gordias' bouse.

rented

Mra. Dennia Norwood la in a
critical
condition. There is little hope for
ber recovery.
John Kenney has bought the
L. w
Rumill cottage by tbe
church, and has
moved in.

Eugene Gordius, wife

and

eon

Qordiua

and Calvin

Ronald

arJ

and wife, *ho
employed
McKinley, spent Sunday at
their borne* here.
at

Dalton Reed and Alvin Walls kare
toto go
acalloping. Mrs
Dalton Reed and children will gu 0n
steamer from Southwest Harbor.

day for Rockland

^

nurse.

hospital

COUNTY NEWS

employed

H. C. Ray, Jr., who haa been
as cook on the yacht Mystery, t» at home.
Royer Higgins, of Ellsworth, was the
gueet of C. U. Fullerton and family over

Dexter W. Swarey, accompanied by his
Luzetta, spent last week with relatives at Prospect Harbor.

DOLLARDTUWM.

Ellsworth.

Sbarrington P. Stackpole, whose death
on September 29 was briefly recorded at
the time, was the son of Greenieaf and
Olive Stackpole. He was married in 1866
to Miss Octavia M. Truewortby. He was
Civil war, enlisting in
a veteran of the
1882 in the 26th Maine, Co. H.
Serving
his time, be re-enlisted in 1865 In Co. D,
First Maine heavy artillery, and served
until the close of the war. He wss a member of Wm. H. H. Rice |ioal.of Eilsworih.

The Pythian sisters held s
special meeting Wednesday evening tor their district
deputy, Eva Hopkins, of Norttt Haven.
There were twenty-one present.

Mrs. A. A. Wentworth, who has
very ill, is better. Mrs. A. Bain, .\lr,.
Wentworth’s mother, of Northeast
Harbor
is visiting there before
going to Florida
for tbe winter.
Mrs. George W. Lun! and
daughter
Beatrice spent last Tuesday at
Manset
with Mrs. Lunt’s sister, Mrs. I.
Uarii
who has been T ry 111 of
grip, hut
slowly recovering.

i!

•Miss Bessie l'eed, who ca ne
Irving Phillips and Mrs. Phillips, with
home
daughter Azerlea, of Bangor, He had no children, but brought up two— from Manset last week, has been helping
ber
Mrs.
E.
B.
of
W.
sister,
are visiting at J. Lee Fogg’s.
Concord, Mass.,
Mrs. Phil- Charles
Stackpole,
Reed, get ready to
spent last week with friends and rela- and Mrs. Evire Meader, of Skowhegan. move to Owl’s Head, where she will spend
serial, “Neal of the Navy,” will be shown lips
tives at Cherryfleld and Bar Harbor. Mr.
the
Winter
with
ber
is
one
Besides his widow, he
survived by
husband, who win
on that eveoiug.
Phillips is fast regaining his health after
and one siater, Mrs. scallop. Mr. Reed’s brother William win
Proctor Smailidge and wife will leave ! tbe serious accident he met with in Ban- brother, Joeepb A.,
with
him.
go
gor, having his skull fractured by the Katherine DeBeck.
Thursday for Bosion, to spend a few days bursting of an automobile tire.
Oe‘- 25.
Thelma.
with relatives before going to Thomasville, i
OTIS.
Oct. 25.
M.
Ga., where they will spend the winter i
Flocks of wild geese were going south
MARIA
CRANBERRY
VILLE.
ISLES.
with George C. Crawford and wife. Mrs. |
Mrs. Mary Abbie Bunker is ffi town for last Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs. Albion JeilUon baa gone to PortCrawford is their daughter.
a short time.
The teachers
Margaret Grover and land to viait her daughter, Lena
Vouug.
Mrs. Oscar Bulger, who has been very Gertrude
ENTERTAINMENT COURSE.
Chadwick, have been given a She was accompanied by Millie Cltrry.
ill, is improving.
Several good things are in store for the
vacation of a week that they may attend
Munroe Kroat, who baa been
SunCapt. Herbert Rice and wife
away lor
the teachers’ convention in Bangor.
people of this place, as the White Enter- day with Seth Rice and wife. 9pent
the summer, arrived Thuraday, to
spend
tainment Bureau, of Boston, will give j
Schooner Herbert Loring landed freight
Miss Isabelle Warren, of Bangor, who is a short time with his another. Mrs. Mathree entertainments in the Neighbor- at the wharf Monday, from Portland.
recovering from an illness, came out tilda Kroat.
hood house during the winter, under the
Mrs. Ida F. Stanley left Monday for
Thursday last, to stop with her mother,
Mrs. Emma Warren, widow of Abram
Boston, where she has employment for the Mrs. George G.
auspices of the Neighborhood house and winter.
Warred, for a while.
Warren, hat moved her furniture to
last installment of “The Goddess'’
shown at the Pastime on Thursday
night. The first installment of the Patbe
will be

their little

Mrs. M. A. Shaw's the pest week.
Miss Mildred Bettel is in Sharon, Mass.,
Mrs. Abbie Taft is having her house
I
for a short stay.
; painted by N. Noyes and Mahlon Witham.
Charles Stover, of Boston, is visiting
Frank P. Noyes, who has been in Ellshis mother, Mrs. R. P. Stover.
worth attending court as jurjman, reMrs. B. Philip Weston has closed 44Tbe turned home
Sunday.
Pines” and returned to Dayton, O., for the
Miss Pauline Kingsley, who is attendwinter.
ing Sullivan high school, spent the weekDr. and Mrs. Bliss arrived Friday. Dr. end with her
parents.
Bliss has his office at Mrs. Abbott's for
Mrs. E. M. Stevens, who has been very
the present.
ill, is recovering. Mrs. Jane Guptill, of
A meeting of the village improvement
Gouldsboro, is with her.
society will be held Monday evening, Nov.
Miss Blanche Kingsley, who is teaching
1. A large attendance is desired.
in Gouldsboro, spent the week-end with
Mrs. Alfred C. Osgood has gone to Methher aunt, Mrs. S. G. Wood.
uen, Mass., to spend the winter with
Mrs. N. L. Griffin, of Bangor, who ha»
her daughter, Mrs. Frederick. Mr. and
athletic association.
been at S. G. Wood's several weeks, reMrs.
Hattie Rice was the week-end
Mrs. Frederick accompanied Mrs. Osgood.
The first of the series will be held on
guest of Mrs. Maggie Stanley and Mrs.
turned to her home Tuesday.
Hugh Barbour and wife will occupy the
Thursday night of this week, when Mr. Nettie Stanley.
Mrs. Henry Hammond and son Lemon
Osgood farm this winter.
Rogers, harpist, and Charles Grilley, j Seth Rice and wife went to Boston Monhave returned from South Gouldsboro, reader and
impersonator, will entertain. day to attend the wedding of their oldest
News has been received of the death of
where they have been employed in the
Mr. Grilley needs no introduction to son, Lloyd, on Oct. 31.
Aaron S. Thomas at his home in New
A large party from here attended the
Northeast Harbor people, as his excellent
York. Mr. Thomas had spent several sum- factory.
local union at Bar Harbor Saturday, goOct. 25.
L.
work of two years ago is well rememmers in town at “Sunset Cliff”, and will
ing over on tbe missionary boat Sunshine.
bered. Mr. Rogers comes highly recombe greatly missed, as he always took an
Mrs. Millard Spurting entertained the
EAST ORLAND.
mended.
sewing club Thursday evening. Light reactive interest in everything pertaining
The second entertainment will be held freshments were served. Mrs. Alice Stanto the welfare of this town.
Miss Harriet Parker, who has been very
ley will entertain this week.
on the night of Dec. 13, when Edward H.
The mnsicale given in the town ball Fri- ill, is recovering.
Miss Beulah Bates, State field secretary
will appear. His repFrye,
monologist,
of the # Christian Endeavor societies of
day evening by the academy was a deThe Priscilla club met with Mrs. C. O.
ertoire includes, “Capt. Warren’s Wards;
Maine, gavean address at the C. E. society
cided success musically, each and every Atkins
Thursday.
“The Man from Home;” Rip Van Win- Sunday, evening, which was enjoyed by
part being well taken. The school certainly
Jamts DeKocher and wife arrived home
“David
“A
Man
Without
kle;”
Harum;”
has the making of a first-class orchestra.
Oct. 25.
Friday from Boston.
A Country.”
^^_Hookey.
The audience was extremely interested,
of
the series will be held on
The
last
E.
G.
and
wife
arrived Lome FriWilley
and called each person back for an encore.
LSLE8PORD.
and
March
the
Dorva-DeLeon
com25,
j Oscar Olsen and wife returned from
The attendance was not as large as it Bhouid day after a short trip to St. John, N. B.
will
be
the
entertainers.
The
pro- j Bangor last week.
H. H. Dunbar has finished digging ten pany
have been. The town people in general
will consist of
vocal and instru- )
Miss Helen Stanley went to Portland
should take more interest in the public acres of potatoes. He reports a light crop. gram
mental selections by three members of j recently for surgical treatment.
schools, and give the pupils encourageMrs. E. C. Mason was in Old Town last
Mrs. Nettie A. Stanley visited her sister,
the company, and readings by Miss Elizament.
week, the guest of Rev. and Mrs. A. E. beth Lorraine Beattie.
Mrs. Walter Hadlock, Saturday.
Oct. 25.
H.
Luce.
Mra. Lemont Spurting went to EllsThe price of season tickets will be f l for
E. E. Blaiadell, of Ellsworth Falls, made adalts and 50 cents for school children. worth and Lamoine last week to visit
FRAN KLIN.
friends.
a brief visit at his former home here last
The price for single tickets will be 40
Miss Hazel Clark has gone to Prospect
A young woman missionary from Verweek.
cents for adults and 25 cents for children. mont held service at the church
to teach.
Sunday
Mrs. Nettie Hill, of Bucksport, was the Tickets may be secured at the Neighbor- afternoon.
Percy Hanscom returned home Sunday,
There will be no school the latter part of
hood house.
of Miss Harriet Parker Wednesday
guest
after a week’s visit in Boston.
the week, on account of the State teachOct. 26.
and Thursday.
L.
ers’ convention in Bangor.
Rev. Frederic Paliadino, of Bucksport,
Leslie Johnson and wife, of North OrSeveral attended the young peoples’
was a visitor in town. Sat nr day.
8TONINUTON.
Christian Endeavor local union meeting
land, were the guests of Mrs. Johnson’s
Mrs. Ellis Springer and little son Isft
at
Bar Harbor Saturday.
Mrs.
Charles
W.
Russ
is
The Sunbeam
ill.
seriously
lather, F. L. Blake, Sunday.
carried the people from here.
Friday to visit her parents, George Foes
Mrs. David T. Tyler is very ill at her
Mrs. Emily Dunbar arrived home SunOct. 25.
8.
and wife, in Dexter.
day from a week’s visit with her sister, home. A trained nurse is in attendance.
Dana Dyer, who baa employment with Mrs. Clara Dan
OTTER
Alexander
at
who
has
CREEK.
North
Oastine.
been
at
bar,
McGuffle,
the construction crew on the railroad,
Mrs. Let tie Morse, of Bar Harbor, was
Mrs. Merton Whittaker is boarding the Vinalhaven for the summer, is home on a
•pent Sunday at home.
tbe guest of George Grover and wife last
infant son of Horace Robertson and wife vacation.
week.
Schools will be dosed Thursday and
while his mother is at a hospital in Boston
Frank P. Thurlow, after five years in
In tbe absence of tbe pastor last 8unday
Friday of this week while the teachers for treatment.
the West, is visiting his father, J. L. afternoon. Rev. Mr. Brooks, of Beal Harattend the State teachers’ convention in
Thurlow.
bor,
preached here.
The school gave a hallowe’en party at
Bangor.
Mrs. Smith Savsge and daughter, Mrs.
the grange hall Friday evening. It was
Courtney B. Small and family will Mildred
Mrs. Clyde Robertson, who has been
Whitmore, with her little daughleave this week to make a new home in ter
very enjoyable. The proceeds will be need
Phyllis, spent part of last week with
spending a week with her parents, Mr. to bay something for the schoolroom.
Mass.
relatives
here.
Springfield,
I
And Mis. ]*, S^jdon, has returned to her 1 t>Ct*25,
M*
A delegation of six attended tbe local
C. D. Buss has arrived with bis merryunion of Christian Endeavor and
home in Sullivan.
go-round, which is well patronized, not- leagues at tbe Methodist churchEpworth
at Bar
Mrs. Boss, of Woodstock, N. B., accomHarbor last Saturday, and report an inwithstanding the cold weather.
GREEN LAKE.
session.
Mrs.
Homer
and
young
panied
Percy
Miss Jessie Flye and Donald Gross, teresting
Ail are glad to have Prank Tracy and
M. C. Baker and wife and Fred Crowell,
daughters home last Friday, and will rewho were married laBt week, have gone wife, who have been
at
their
employed at tbe
of
Sunday
camps
Bangor,
spent
main here a week.
to housekeeping in Rockland for the win- Morrison farm in Mariaville the last two
here.
Mrs. Amelia Davis,
Mrs. Cousins, ot Prince Edward Island,
years, home again.
ter.
Mrs. Tracy’s mother, accompanied them
Miss Clara Chapman and a friend are
who has spent a few weeks here with her
Miss Grace Fifield, of West Stonington, borne.
this month at the Chapman
daughter, Mra. Thomas BragdoD, left for spending
who has been in California at the expoOct. 26.
G.
Bangor Thursday to visit her daughter and cottage.
sition, is at home, and reports a pleasant
R. H. Cole, of Carroll, of the Green Lake
other relatives before returning home.
WEST SURRY.
trip.
Fred Beede was a guest at R. L. Leach’s
The high school Class of 1916 will give a Lumber Co., has moved his family here
Mrs. Lotta Sawyer and daughter, who over
for
the
winter.
Sunday.
hallowe’en entertainment and sociable at
hare been
the
friends in
guests of
Mrs. Frances Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
James Race and wife, of Booth bay Harthe town hall, Oct. 30. All the ghosts and
Tbomaston and Portland, returned home is visiting here.
goblins will be present. Dialogues, sing- bor, are visiting their parents, Supt. E. E. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Carlisle are receiving
ing and recitations are included in the en- Race and wife, at the fish station, x
on the birth of
a little
Rev. Mr. Blake, with his Boy Scouts, congratulations
tertainment.
son.
Mrs. H. F. Lord, who has recently sold
has been busy adding a basement to the
Oct. 25.
B.
Mrs. Mabel Leach, who has been emher place of business to C. E. Scribner,
Methodist church, in which to have en- ployed at (Jhpt. McKay’s, is spending a
has gone to Ellsworth to live.
tertainments and suppers. The dedica- week with her parents, R. S. Leach and
NORTH CASTINE.
W. H. Cole, who is engaged in the lum- tion services will he held
wife.
Tuesday evenMrs. Emily Dunbar has returned to bering business
Oct. 26.
L.
here, is making a busi- ing, Oct. 26. Several guests are expected
East Orland.
ness trip to Island Falls and Presque Isle.
from out of town, among them Mr. PallaBoston Globe Gaining.
Mrs. J. E. Blodgett visited friends in
Louis Wiest, foreman at the fish station,
dino and Mr. McAlister. A turkey supper
The remarkable growth in the circulation
Ellsworth last week.
who has been spending his vacation at
will be served. About 125 tickets have alof the Boston Daily and Sundr y Globe during
Fred Wardwell and wife came home Wytheville, Va., has returned.
Mrs. ready been sold.
the past eighteen months is the talk of all
Oct. 25.
Nihil.
Wiest remained for a longer visit.
Bunday from Castine.
New England. The circulation of the Boston
Clarence Wardwell, of Penobscot, is emDaily Globe especially has made a wonderful
The government is making extensive reCA9TINE.
increase.
ployed at Wilbert Ordway’s.
pairs on the Rocky pond dam for the fish
EASTERN' STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
With comic features like Mutt and Jeff, by
Archie Perry is at borne, after spending station and also preparation for the
The E. S. N. S. reunion will be held at Bud Fisher; editorials snch as are given
Pacific coast salmon eggs which are due in
the summer at Dark Harbor.
the Hammond Street church, Bangor, every day by Uncle Dudley, and the many
a few days.
fine stories and reliable news reports, tbe
Arno and Heber Perkins raised 257
Thursday afternoon, Oct. 28.
25.
Oct.
S.
Boston Daily Globs’s growth is easily acbushels of oats from (our acres of land.
Guests at Richardson hall for Sunday counted for.
Mrs. Emma Dodge, of Isleaboro, is visitwere Grace M. Colburn, Orono; Beulah
The Boston Sunday Globe for many years
SOLTH PENOBSCOT.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Doris Webster.
Isles boro; Austin Buck, Oriand; has been the favorite newspaper in the
Frank McDonald is employed at Dark Bates,
Eastman Dodge and wife, of Belfast, are
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Benjamin, Philip worth-while homes of the New England
Harbor.
public. Its color supplement, containing
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Rosa WardBenjamin, Castine, and an automobile comics
the author
Miss Dodge, of Brooksville, spent the
by snch artists as Dirks
well.
party from Exeter.
of
Hans and Fritz—and the many other speciweek-end with Roland Grindle and wife.
Mrs. Algie Wardwell and children are
Friday afternoon, a chafing-dish lunch, men of clean fan; its eight-page magasine
E. C. Leach and wife, of Bloehill, spent
home from a visit to her parents, Albert
at which welsh rarebit and shrimp wiggle section containingfstories equal to the best
with
their
Calvin
Leach
Sunday
parents,
to be found in the magazines; its all-ronnd
Hutchins and wife, of Penobscot.
were served, was given by the Y. W. C. A.
and wife.
in the Household Arts laboratory. This | value as a newspaper, continue to make it the
Mrs. Caroline Ames, neprly ninety-three
Eben Smith, of Ellsworth, visited his was well attended by members of the favorite Boston 8unday newspaper.
years old, who came from Boston last
The Household Pages in both the Boston
Mrs. T. C. Mitchell, at the Mitchell school and townspeople.
sister,
son’s
Mrs.
her
week accompanied by
wife,
Daily and Bofton Sunday Globs contain Items
week.
last
house,
her
school
entertainment
is
with
Mrs.
A
and
William Ames,
aocial was of especial interest and valne to every womaa
daughter,
Miss Florence Staples will enter the held recently at Richardson hall. A brief who manages a home.
A. A. Reach.
children’s
in
1
Be sure to read tbe new story, “The Tragedy
Portland
Nov.
to
of
music
and
R.
hospital
Oct. 26.
readings was folprogram
train for a nurse.
lowed by a guesa’ng contest and fortune of Mrs. Tealr,” which commences in the Satand Snnday Globs of Oct. 80 and 81,
WEST GOULD8BOHO.
Mise Beulah Wight, who is teaching at reading. Dancing was enjoyed the latter urday
This new story is one of the best ever printed
Mrs. N. S. Bunker is ill.
North Sedgwick, spent the week-end with part of the evening. Eight refreshments
in the Boston Daily Globe, and shonld be read
were served.
Mrs. Laura Allen, who has spent the her parents, Fred Wight and wife.
by every man, woman and child in New EngOct. 25.
L.
summer with her mother, Mrs. Annie BarFriday night, at Assembly hall, a con- land— Advt.
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Frank Pratt baa hauled bia yacht up In
Ellawortb, and ia at home for the winter.

the

WEST EDEN.

the yacht Hesper the past two

weeks, is home.

!

wes glees under tbe management of
Dr. E. E. Pbilbrook, tbe proceeds to be
used lor tbe purchase of new records fur
tbe phonograph given tbe school by tbe
class of 1914. Those who attended listened
to a program of varied character, consisting of vocal solos, a trio and quartette, a
piano solo and dnet, phonograph records
and selections by tbe town orchestra.

cert

—

Clarence Morgan and wife, of Ellsworth,
wilh friends, of Los Angeles, are occupying the Salisbury cottage and Beech Hill

lake.

the

of her brother, Emery Morris n
and will make her home here at
present.
1-aura, youngest daughter of Mrs. Mahome

tilda

Boyle, of New York, and Mr. Duffy,
of Ellsworth, with friends, are farther
down the lake occupying Eugene Jellison's large camp.
A party of local hunter; from here and
Mariaville went to Bangor one day last 1
week to take the train
for Moosebead
W.

regions, to get their (leer.
A Sunday school concert was given after
the regular lessons of the school last
Sunday. A tine program was well renby the children.
Frank Watts, who has had charge of
crews in the lumber business for some
years for Stephen Jordan, of Waltham,
left for hia winter’s work in the woods

Tuesday.
Emery Willey and wife, who were
called to Cberryfleld by the illness and
death of hia sister, Mrs. Carter, returned
home laat Saturday.
L. H. Ford, of East Eddington,
last Saturday to get Edgar F.
Bobbins, who had been visiting frtenda
here for a tew days.
Mr. Bobbins was
formerly an Otis boy, and everybody waa
giving him tHe glad hind.
out

Rev. David Smith and wife, of Franklin,
who have been attending the quarterly
meeting in Clifton part of laat week, were
gneats over Monday night of J. L. Salisbury and wife. They were on their way
for a visit to Henry Frost’ and wife in
Mariaville.
There is

foot to raise
money by having a series of sociables and
aalee at the homes in the neighborhood,
to purchase an organ for the town’*
building—a church and school combined.
The first of these was held at Nathan
Salisbury's laat Thursday evening, when
a neat sum was realized from the sale of
cake and coffee. Among thoee who have
liberally contributed toward buying an
organ are George W. Black, Frank E.
Parker and Charles Watts.
Oct. 25.
Davis.
a

movement

on

_

mckinley.

was

recently

married

in

CENTER.

Mrs. Winnie

Dolliver and son G. Willast week.

liam visited friends here

Eatella Oow, who has been in tbe hospital at Bar Harbor, returned borne last
Thursday.
Mrs. Jesse Mayo and daughter. Ina Aiapent last week at Indian Point, the
Miss Betsey Higgins.
Oct. 25.
M

de ne,

guests of

NORTH BLCEHIEL.

Dr.

came

who

Ed. Thomas, of Soutbw'est Harbor, is
boarding at R. tl. Higgins’.

dered

last

Kroat,

Waterville and came here with her husband for a a boat visit, was given a lively
serenade by her many friends. Refreshments were served to tbe serenaders, and
all bad a fine time. Tbe newly-wedded
pair bate tbe beat wishes of all.
Oct. 19.
F.

The tbirtb and fourth degrees were conferred and a harvest supper served at
Halcyon grange Oct. 23. About sixty
patrons wera present, including visitors
from East Bluebill, Bedgwick. Rainbow'
and Highland granges.

SiAinticnncnta.

A GOOD HABIT
How to Establish it
As surely as “one good turn deserves
another," just as surely, one good habit
forms another. Get your bowel* into
the good habit of acting every day. and
it will do your whole body a good
turn.
Natural, daily movement of the
bowels is the open secret of the hea;'.„If irregular get this habit y
habit.
A
using "L. Ff Atwood's Medicine
n
remedy that rids you of constipan
bowel
and helps to establish regular
action.
nr
used “L. F." Atwood's Medicine
and find it an excellent remew
st-«a.S
a
bsd
bad
have
I
many sicknesses.
ltrouble and often take a dole of
oa
which relieves me very quickly. My

I

have

some time

■

Mrs. Sylvia Arey and two children, of
Stonington, are visiting her parents,
Luther Albee sod wife.
Maynard Norwood and family, of South
Penobscot, have moved into a rent of.F. M.
Eaton.

Misses Lila Thurston and Kathleen Gott
left Monday to attend business college in

Portland.
Miss Florence Sanborn is housekeeper at
the lighthouse in Mrs.
Deliver’s absence.
William Webster and family have moved
into part of Mrs. Phcebe Gray’s house.
Dr. Kosenthalwas in town last week.
Fred Bickford and wife left Friday for
Boston.
Mrs. Laura Stanley visited her sister,
Mrs. Fred Robinson, at Southwest Harbor last week.
Mrs. Retha Gott is employed in Boaton
by the Samoset Chocolate Co.
Mrs. D. S. Gott has been visiting her
brother and sister in Portland.
Miss Sylvia Garter and William Martis,
of Dorchester, were married last Sunday
night. They are living in Mrs. Eva Davis’

n
is troubled with sick headachci. but
rc. icay.
better since ihe began taking your
bowel
regulator
excellent
I find it an
P.
Mas. N.
,V
Me.
R. F. D. No. 3. West Buxton,

Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
store, or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—“Ye Olde Songs," word!
•“■f
of lixty popular songa sent free
!
3 outside yellow wrappers from IkW*
Medicine.
together with your opinion of our
Portland, Me.

«L p." MEDICINE, CO,

house.

Oct. 25.

P. M.

Shaw Business College.
Earle H. Cunningham, who has charge of
the book-keeping department of the Shaw
business college. Baagor, Is an expert accountant who Is fast gaining the confidence
of the business men of Eastern Maine.
Mr. Cnnningham received his training in
accountancy under the supervision of the
late George D. Harden, and Is well qnalified
to teach all the branches of
higher bookkeeping and accountancy. After graduating
from the 8haw business college, Mr. Cunningham had several years of practical experience with large business concerns. He
was then engaged to teach the commercial
branches in the Shaw business college in

Bangor.
Mr. Cunningham is

teacher of rare ability,
and those who come under his instrnction
are fortanaie.
He holds a life certificate
from the State of Maine, by which he ig
licensed as a special teacher of the commercial branches in the State.—Adit.
a

s

Remedy For
Constipation?
tunw

What la the Best
t

This is a question asked us many
each day. The answer ia

{

TaxattOid&tZieOi
Wo guarantee them to be wtisf setary
to you. Bold only by us, 10 cents.
E. O. Moors.

_

i Deposit Your Honey
TME
I Hancock Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth

9

I

IN

Co.
Only Savings Bank in Hancock

